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The men of the higher ircles are not representative
men; their high position.i not a,tesult of moral virtue;
their fabulous success_is not firmly connected with meritorious
ability. Those who,,sit in the seats of the .high and, the' mighty
.are selected and formed by the means of power, thesources of
wealth, the mechanics of celebrity,',which prevail in their society.

C. Wright Mills \

If there is no struggle, there is no progress. Those.who
profess to favor freedom and/yet depreciate' agitation are men
who want crops w4.-thout plowlng the ground: They want rain with-
out thunder and lightning.' They.want the ocean without the roar
of its many waters. This struggle may be a moral one; or it may
be both moral and physical; but it must be a struggle. Power
concedes nothing without demand. It never did and it never will.
Men may not get what they pay for but they'mst certainly pay for
all they get.

Frederick Douglass

I
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Preface

This report endeajors to interpret and explain thd basis

of Mexican American/Anglo differences in the educational

experience. 'The simple question, "Why is it that, on the average,

Mexican Americans fare relatively poorly in, the educational

system?" requires-a
-
complex answer. What we o,fiitt as an explana-

tion, in fact, is a the9retical framework, known in sociological

literature as "group conflict." Through this model inequities

in schooling and education between Mexican Americans and Anglos.

are understood as resulting from ineqUities found in the laiger

society.

To be sure, the group conflict approach (Perspective, model,

paradigm) presented herein may not display a degree of scie.ntific

fortalization and rigidity that would warrant calling it a theory.

Withip'the science of sociology, however, such a detailed set of
. -

premises, concepts, and empirical generalizations do reflect the

notion of "theory." While not final, group conflict\offers a

broad perspective which can be applied to both large and small

."pxoblems." Specifically, this approach should be useful for

policy analysts and policy makers concerned with the,academic

status of Mexican Americans and to other individuals working for

social change.

In the data chapters we attempted to present the latest

findings; in some cases, however, current data wete not available.

t)-v 9
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"Older"data should not be dismissed lightly since data in other

areas which cover two points in time show that little change
4q4

has occured in the past decade. Although some change has taken t
place, the relative position of Mexican Americans vis-i-vis

Anglos has remained essentially the same and the patterns o.f

inequity have continued.

In Chapter One we present the group conflict model of

society; outlining the way in which groups,form and compete for 4

power, wealth, and prestige. -From this perspective, social order

results from the dominant group's structuring of society. Once

a group gains dominance, it attempts to pepetuate its power,

wealth, and prestige through its control of the resources.

ChaptAr Two focuses on the way in which education serves

th& interest of the dominant group. Specifically, the educational

system is controlled by the dominant community and mirrors the

stratified structure of the larger society, assuring that the

.dominant group's interests are fulfilled.

In Chapter Three we look at the relative position of

Mexican
\
Americans and Anglos in the"American social structure.

Differences in income, occupation, and pOlitical representation

are explored. These areas are important begause of their central

role in the attainment and maintenance of power, wealth, and

prestige. Moreover, they are representative of a persistent

pattern of the relatively low status of Mexican Americans in

our society.

vi
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Formal education alPo plays a central role in the acquisi-

tion and perpetuation Of,power, wealth, and prestige. In Chapter

Four we exemine the research on achievemeI, dropout rates, higher

epcation,as well as other areas for Mexican Americans and Anglos.

Mexican Americans, as predicted by the conflict model, tend to

fare poorly in relation to Anglos.

In the last chapter we discuss the process of social change

as perceived within the conflict perspective. Basically, change

in the larger society precedes change in the dducational

Furthermore, the dominant group usually attempts to control the

process of social change, reacting most forcefully, where it

.

perceives the greatest loss of power, wealth; and prestige.

Finally,, this report focuses on Mexican Americans (individ-

uals of Mexican origin or ancestry who reside,in the United'

States),thus we use the term "Mexican Americans"Ihrou4hout

, We avoided using other terms such as Chicanos, Latinos; Raze,

etc.,for the sake of clarity. In a few.instances, however, we

were forced to use the terms "Hispanics" and "Spanish-surnamed:"

These terms Were employed only when discussing outside' data,

reflecting the usage of such categories.

Vfl-
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A sociological analysis of the institutions of modern

society,and in particular of the educational system, must begin
4

with a Critical analysis and discussion of the larger society,

for institutions and organizations operate within, and often

mirror,theifs-tructure of the larger society. That is', reflection on

the sociopolitical organizational structure of the greater system

provides the social setting and other clues necessary for under-

standing and explaining structural features of the educational

system, particularly as they influence the educational experience-
*

of any given group of Mexican-American students.

This chapter presents a working theoretical-framework for

viewing,understanding, and explaining the structure of society as

it changes to adjust to racial, ethnic, and cultural groups.

Specifically, we ask, What are the power relationships that

golern society and, in 'turn, the educational system?

Conflict theory as an explanatory paradigm or working
4,

theory of the structure of society has been part of a tradition

runni from Machiavelli and Hobbes, to Marx and Weber, to

Dahrendorf and Mills, to its modern explioator7-Collins. The

model in its rudimentary form explains individual and group

behavior in terms of "self-interests in a material world," where

"social ord r is seen- as being found4d'on organized coercion" and
.

conflict exis s as parties struggle for power and domination

(Collins,1975:57). "For conflict theory, 'the basic insight

is that human beings -are sociable but conflict-prone animals"

(Collins, 1975:59).

15
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The General Model

Competing Interest Groups.

Group conflict theory of sociopolitical stratification is

gased on two basic propositions. The first can be. termed the

"group" aspect and the second,'the "conffict" dimension. The

underlying assumption is that society is composed of numerous

interest groups .(subcultures, associations, status groups,

communities, ethnic groups, etc.) which aicompeting fot the,

scarce resources of power, wealth, and prestige found in society

(Bowles and Gintis, 1976; Collins, 1975; Dahrendorf, 1959;

Mills, 1956).'In this competition lies the conflict;

The assumption regairding the group structure of society

can be stated as follows: society is composed of numerous-

associational groups sharing common Cultures (or subcultures).

The number of status groups varies from society to society and

there is no need to determine a priori the exact number of groups .

in a particular society. These are matters of empirical variation,

t of definition, and are therefore interesting but,not crucial

to the proposition. What is important is that groups are central

to the structure of society; society is composed of groups.

Although the-cpre of thes`status groups consists of families,

they extend to larger communities, such as religious, ethnic,

racial, cultural, or socioeconomic classes. In general, status

groups
.1

....comprise all persons who share a sense of status
equality based on participation in a common culture:
styles.of language, tastes in clothing and decor,,
manners and other ritual observances, conversational
topics and styles, opinions and values, and prefer-

. ences in sports, arts, dhd media (Collins, 1971:1009).

4 16.
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Status*groups may evolve from a number of sources. -These

groups m'dy form-on the basis of social class, ethnicity, race,

-cultural background, sexu41 orientation, religion, language, or

any other shared interest or yested,status. Weber (1968) outlines

three common sources of group formation:

1. differences in life style based on economic situation

(e.g., the rich participate in exclusive plush country

clubs and attend club-type sporting events like golf and
r

tennis vs. pobr people' watching "professional" wrestling

matches, on television) ;

2. differences in life style based on power position (e.g.,

two-hour martini "business" luncheons vs. half-hour

lunch breaks where one has to clock in and out); and

-3. differences inAlif/style'deriving* from cultural, or

institutional differences.(e.g., the small muclear family

structure common in Anglo culture vs. th# extendA family,

structure found in the MexiCan-American community).

Persons can be members'of more than one status group, but

as is commonly the case, the groups to which one Person belongs

are seldom in direct conflict with each other. Empirically/ for

example, one may be b Democrat and a Catholic simultaneously,

but it would be unlikely' that.inclividuals would find themselves

members both of the Catholic Church and of the Church of Scientology.

We recognize, however, that any given person can experience conflict

Nben.he or she finds himself or herself a member of two groups that

have a difference of, opinionon a given issue, e.g., birth control,

ERA, etc.

"
I
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Figure 1 illustrates. the associational status structure of,'

the group conflict model of society. The larger circle represents

the total society and the smaller circles within it represent'the

diverse status groups competing for dominance. In our present

4

discussion the circles may be interpreted asss representing the

various racial, ethnic,' and cultural groups in the United States.

The differences in size c rrespond to.the empirical numerical

variations found in out so iety. That is, the Native-American

group is 'smaller than Black, Asian, or Hispanic groups, and the

largest and most powerful group is composed.of middle-class whites

1
(Anglos). Thedretically or'empirically the, largest gfoup does

4.4

not necessarily have to be the most powerful or dominant group.

In South Africa, fot example, there is no direct correlation'

between the,size and power ofogroups. That'is, while Blacks

form the largest group they are not the most powerful. In the

United States, on the other hand,' size and power reside in the

same group; the largest group is also the most powerful. Also,

while Hispanics .form the fastest growing,-minority group in the

nation, their political power does notppear to be increasing

1r proportionally.
Figure 1

Schematic representation of the basic assumption of conflict,
theory: interest groups competing for thescarce resources
in society. A

Competing interest groups
racial, ethnic, and. cultural groups

Aocietj,-UnitediStates
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This illdstration exemplifies the fluid and overlapping

nature of associional groups and their cultural status in the

larger society. Thus, groups vary in size, overlap in interests,

and have fluid rather than rigid boundaries. In the United States

we find numerous empirical examples illustrating these properties:

1) most racial, ethnic, and cultural groups share the same

political and economic interests.(overlap of interests); 2) not

all racial, ethnic, and cultural groups are equal in numberq (vary

in size); and 3) fine distinctions between religious sects are

often unclear (fluid boundaries).

Conflict Dimension

Just as the numerous racial, ethnic, and cultural groups
-

have different interests based on some common chacteristic,

they have different, evels of available resources,based on teir

relative standing in the power structure. Consequently, some

groups are in a better position than others to pursue their

- interests actively. 4
This differential distribution of resources-implies the seCoAd

proposition of our model,. the notion Of "conflict": there is con-
4

'tinual struggle among thestatus groups in society for various

resources -- power, wealth, and prestige (Bowles and Gintis, 1976;

Collins, 1975; Dahrendorf, 1959; Mills, 1956). Mills (194:10)
4

discusseq the interrelationship between power, wealth, and prestige.
7'N

Like wealth and power, prestige tends to be cumulative:
the more of it you have, the more you can get. These
value's also tend to be translatable into one another:
the wealthy find it easier than the poor to gain power;
those with status find it easier than those without it to
control opportunities for wealth.

19,
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The conflict proposition may also be stated as follows:

'structurally generated interest groups engage in conflicts (antag-

onisms andmanifest,clashes between forces) over existing arrange-

ments of social structure. But why is there:conflict?

Above all else, there is conflict because violent coercion
is always a potential resource, and it is a zero-sum sort.
This does not'imply anything about the inherence of drives,
to dominate; what we do know firmly is that being coerced
is an intrinsically unpleasant experience, and hence that
any use of coercion, even by a small minority, calls forth
conflict in the form of antagoni5m40,67being dominated.
Add to this the fact that coercive power) especially as
'represented in the state, can be used to bring one economic
goods and emotional gratification--and to deny them to
others--and we can see,that the availability of coercion
as a resource ramifies conflicts throughout the entire
society (Collins, 1975:59).

Dominance and Social Structure

Given the unequal and competitive nature of this model
5

of society, the implication is that one group emerges as dominant

and takes over control of the societal system. By dominant we

mean that a group possesses the power to issue authoritative

givencommands to be followed by a given group of person4 (subordinate

groups). By power we mean that ability to perpetuate the will
40

of one 's group even when other groups disagree. Power and authority

are seen'as'instrumental values; the possession of power and

authority does not figureVas a value sought for its own sake, but

rather as opportunities to realize specific group interests.

Once a group A" dominant, it restructures society through

its control of resources, so as to maintain its power and dominant

status. As DahrendQrf (1959:157) 'noted, "coherence and order

in society are founded on force and constraint', on the domi

of some and the subjugation of others." The restructur ing
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ordering of society are most easily repredented as.a system of

hierarchical stratification, as illustrated in Figure 2.

'Figure 2
,

. .

'Schematic representation of the restructuring of society when _
a group gains control 'in and of the system (the United States)

.11
Dominant group -- Anglo elites

Subdominant groups -- Anglo middle classes

Dominated groups -- racial, ethnic,--and.
cultural Minority groups (e.g., Blacks.
Native Americans, Mexican Americans,
Puerto Ricans, Filipinos, etc.), as well
as poor whites

4,

The dominant group does not rule by itself, but rather

2 -

through a system of differential distribution of power and authority.

Attached to it are several subdominant groups which, while not

exercising complete control over their lives, do enjoy the benefits

of society by agreeing to the dominant status of the ruling cultural

group and acting in partnership with the dominant group to*bring

.about control of the balance of the societal System (Fernandez

and Ilanes, 1977) . ) , .
,

.

ilb.t . f
The power elite are not solitary rulers. Adviseks
and, consultants, spokedmen and opinion-makers are
often the 'captains of their higher thought and
decisions. Immediately below the elite are the
professional politicians of the middle levels Of
power (Mills, 1956:4).

American Social Structure

In the United States the various stratifications levels

represent racial, ethnic, and cultural groups. At the top we
.

2/
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find Anglo'elites who are in the highest position of power and

control and who make decisions that effect the whole society.

Located in e sub minant level are the itnglo middle classes

which share in p e benefits of society but not to the same extent

as the,highest sector. At the bottom of the Stratified system

we find racial, ethnic, and ciLtural'groUps like-Blacks, Mexican
0

Americans, Native Americans, as A/1'as poor whites. These groups

have less access to the power structure andderat7Niagsouras

(e.g., education,.employment, housing, heAth services; etc.);

they are excluded from authority. Emiriclly, of course,an

--intersection exists between ethnicity and social class; some

whites are located at the bottom of the structure and 4 few

minorities are found at the middle and upper level. We-have

chosen not to isolate social class as` a separate independent
, -

explanatory variable in the present treatise in order to simplify '

4 . Oe
the analysis and discussion. To be sure, our examination of the

ktructural relationship between Anglos and Mexican Americans implies

that stratification, social class, and status arc central to the

analysis. We do not mean to imply, by any means, that .all Anglos

are making it; p

wealth, or prestig

or whites, are clearly not In positioins of power,

We are alsq not implying that all,Mexican

-Americans are located at the bottom of the socioeconomic and power

structure. We are working with the fact that a disproportionate

number of Anglos are located at the top and-edisproportionate

number of Mexican Americans are found at the'bottom.

When applied to ethnicity, the group conflict model does

not preclude socioeconomic status. Socioeconomic- status continues

pn
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to be the major predictive variable; however, we argue that in

terms of Anglo/Mexican American relations, ethnicity is still

an important explanatory variable.2 In other words, holding

socioeconomic status constant does not wash away"Anglo/Mexican

American differences in the life experience. Thus,,in this report

we focus on the impact of ethnicity.

Institutions as Resources

In modern societies like the United States institutions and

organizations become part of the resources controlled by the

dominantgra, p. The ruling group uses them to protect and

perpetuate its dominant status -(Collins, 1975; bahrendorf, 1959;

Mills, 1956). "Mills (1956:9-fl) discussed the ways in which power,

wealth, and prestige are acquired, !maintained, and perpetuated
. -

through institutions in modern America. 14,,,,,q.uote here at length

from his discussion.

The higher circles in and around these command posts
are often thought of in terms of what-their members posses's:
they have a greater share than other people of the things
and experiences that are most highly valiled. From this
point of view, the elite are simply those who have the
most of what there is to have, which is generally held to,,
include money, power, and prestige - -as well as all the ways
of life to which these lead. But the elite are nbt simply,
those who have the Most, for they could not "have the most"
were it not for their positions in the great insrt.utions.
For such institutions are the necessary bases of power,
of wealth, and of prestige, and at the same. time, the chief
means of exercising power, of acquiring and retaining wealth,
and ofcashing in the'higher claims for prestige. ,,

By the powerful We mean; of course; those who are
able to,realize''their will, .even .if others resist it.
No one, accordingly-, can be truly powerful unless he has
access to the commancl,of major institutions, for it is-over4
these institutional means of power that the truly powerful
are, in the first instance, powerful. Higher politicians, and
key officials of gOvernment command such institutional power;

23
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so do admirals pd generals, and so do the major owners and
,executives of the larger corporations. Not all poyer7 it
is true, is anchored in and exercisedoy means of such
institutions, but only within and through them can power
be more or less continuous and important.

Wealth'also is acquired and held in and through institu7
tions. The pyramid oflweakth cangot be understood Merely
in terms of the very rich;- for tfie great inheriting families
...are now supplemented by the corporate institutions of
modern society: eue<x:one 61 the very rich families has
been and is closely connected -- always legally and frequently
managerially as well- yith one of the multi-million dollars,
corporations.

The modern corporation is the prime source of wealth,
but, in latter-day capitalism, the political apparatus also
opea8 and closes 'Many avenues to wealth. The amount as
well as the source of income, the power,oer consumer's goods
as well as over productive capital, are determined by
positions within tIlie"political economy....

Great prestige, increasingly follows the major institu-
tional units of the social structure. It is obvious that
prestige depends, often quite decisively, upon access-to the
publicity machines that are now a central and normal feature
of all the big.institutions of modern America. Moreover,
one feature of these hierarchies of corporation, state, And
military establishment is that their top positions are
increasingly interchangeable. One result of this is the
accumu ve nature of pfestige. Claims for prestige, for
exampl y be initially based on military roles, then
express n and augumented by an educational,institution
run by orate executives, 'and cashed in, finally, in the
political order.... ,

If we took the one hundred most powerful men in America,
the one hundred wealthiest, and the one hundred most
celeb*rated away from the institutional postions they now
occupy, away.from their-resources of men and women and money,
away from the media of mass communication that 'are now focu$ed'
upon `them - -then they would be powerless and poor and un-
celebrated. ?or power is not of a man. Wealth does not
Center in the person pf the wealthy. Celebrity is not
inherent in °any personality. To be celebrated, to be wealthy,
to have power requires access to major' institutions, for
the institutional positions men occupy determine in large
part their chances to have and to hold these valued experiences.
(emphasis added)
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Collins (1971:1009-1010) summarizes the central role played. .

by institutions and Organizations in complex societies as individuals/
e

and-groups struggle ,for socia1ly desired resources.
s,

.

The struggle for wealth, power and prestige is carried out
primarily through organizations. There have been 'struggles
throughout history among organizations controlled by differ-

_ ent status groups, for military conquest; business advantage,
or cultural hegemony.... In the more complex societies,
struggle between status groups is carried out in large part
within orgariizations, as the status groups controlling an
organization coerce, hire, or culturally manipulate others
to carry out their wishes.

The elaborate legislative and juacial system4 in the United

States serve as excellent examples of the role institutions play

in power struggles among groups. Legislative halls and courtrooms

Haye replaced battlefields andttreets as the central arenas
.

where group(as well as individual) conflicts are. resolved. Court .

',cases and federal gegislation dealing with group rights are among

,

those with the most popular appeal--such legislation anecases

receive extended national attention And have aroused emotional

debas at the local, state, and national levels. The following

lists, while by no means exhaustive,,provides specific examples:

1. Thirteenth Amendment: freeing Blacks from enslavement;

2. Fifteenth Amendment: giving Blacks the right,r vote;

3. Nineteenth Amendment: giving cabmen the right to vote;

4. 1954 U.S. Supreme Court Decision - Brown v. Board of
-Education;

L
5. 1974 U.S.1/4Supreme Court Decision.- Lau v. Nic ols;

6. 1978 U.S. Supreme Court Decision - Bakke v. Regents of
the University, of California; 1

25
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7. 1979 U.S. Supreme Court Decision - Weber v. Kaiser;

8'. 1964 Civil Rights Act;

9. Education Amendments.- Title VII.

10. Education Amendments - Title IX;

11. Language,,Minority Amendments to the Voting Rights Act
[42 U.S.C. 1971 et seq.]; 7.01

12. Proposed Equal Rights Amendment.

Recruitment of -New Members and Assistants

While institutions are resources in their own right,. the

dominant group's control of them is based on. its ability to recruit

',and place individuals in key positions of power throughout the

various institutions and organizations...

"The establishment" selects new 'members and key assistants

to high status organizational positions from its own group, or

from those who, aspire to be in the "club," especially to thOse.

positions where major policy decisions ,a16 made. An effort is

also made to recruit' persons f9r lower-level positions who have

been educated to respect' and support the "superiority" of the
/-%

dominant group. These lower-ldvel recruits become "the admin/

,istrators of the establishmdnt." This practice assures the ruling

group its dominant position, as well as a smooth transition of

power froM generation to generation.

Yet, in so far s the elite flourishes as a social class
or as a set of men at command posts, it will select and
form certain types of personality, and reject otters.
The kind of moral and psychological beings men becomea is
in large part determined by thewvalUes they experience and
the institutional...roles they are allowed and expected to
play.... So conceived, the elite is a set of higher Circles
whose members are selected, trained and certified and ,

permitted intimate access to those who command the impersonal
Institutional hierarchies Of Modern society (Mills, 1956:15)
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Summary

Group conflict appears to be ,a well-grounded approach to

the study of social order in which society is viewed as a con-

glomerate of interest groups competing for dominance in and of

society, and where one gro40 evolves as dominant. Moreover, once

a group gains control, the ordering of society corresponds to

their dominance and others' subordination. The -social order,

therefore, does not naturally evolve because one group is better

fitted to rule and other groups are better fittedto be ruled;
o ,

rather, it is brought about 141 the dominant group in specific ways.

It is based on the differential distribution of power and authority.

In short, social order is based on organized coercion, where the

doMinant group controls the major organizatidns, institutions, and

other-resources and constantly attempts to maintain this control.

The power elite is composed of men whose ositions enable
them to transcend the ordinary environMgas o rdinary
men and women; they are in positions to make de isions
having major consequences. Whether they do or d not make
such decisions is less important than the fact that they
do occupy such pivotal positions: their failure to act,
their failure to make decisions, is itself an act that is
often of greater consequence than the decisions they do
make.- For they are in command of the major hierarchies and
organizations of modern society. They rule the,big corpora-
tions. They run the machinery of the state and claim it
perogatives. They direct the military establishment. The
occupy the strategic command posts of the social structure,
in which are now centered the effective means of the power
and the wealth and the celebrity which/they enjoy (Milli,
1956:3-4) .

In other words:

The elite (ruling group) 'cannot be truly thought of as men
who are merely,doing their duty. They Are the ones
who determine their duty, as well as the duties of those
beneath -them. They are not merely following orders:
they ,give the orders. They are not merely "bureaucrats":
they command bureaucracies (Mills, 1956:286).
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The dominant cultural community (Anglos in the United States

as evidenced by their position in the economic, political, and

cultural structure as well as by their control of the major social

institutions and organizations) attempts to monopolize desirable

organizational positions and other resources in an effort to per-

petuate itself and its ruling status. The major institutions Of

society become part _of the resources controlled by the dominant

group. In modern corporate societies, and in the United Staes

j in particular, the educational system serves as a key instiNtion

and resource for the dominant cultural group. In the following

chapter we elaborate on the role of education in the process of

social order.

Cautionary Note

Although Weber, Dahrendorf, Mills, and Collins have been

well received in sociology, conflict theory asa minority paradigm

will meet with resistence from the dominant community. This is

expected and such resistance testifies to the theory's predictive

power. However, in order to minimize criticism of the model based

on emotional, superficial, and casual interpretations or mis-

conceptions about the authors' intent, note that for us.the

conflict perspective does not explicitly or implicitly represent

or imply a conspiracy theory. That is, we do not state that the

dominant group plots and conspires against subordinate groups.

The issue of conscious or unconscious plotting by the dominant

1
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group is resolved by the following assumption:

...inecitialities in resources result in efforts by the
dominant party to take advantage of the situation; this
need not involve conscious calculation but a basic
propensity of feeling one's way toward.the areas of the
greatest immediate reward, like flowers turning to the..
light. Social structures are to be explained in terms of the
behavior following from various lineups of resources
(Collins, 1975:60-61).

Although group narcissism and ethnocentrism are more common

than group altruism, we concur with Mack and Snyder (1957:217)

who note that

competition involves striving for scarce objects...
According to established rules which strictly limit
what the competitors can do to each other in the course
of striving; the chief objective is the scarce object,
not the inquiry or destruction of an opponent per-se.
(emphasis added)

there is any plotting or conspiracy by the dominant group

land we are not suggesting such a conscious process), it is more

for itself than against other groups. 3 The emphasis is on self-

preservation or maximizing their life chances. More 'importantly,

we see that conflict theory shifts the central issues from form

and means to goals Ad outcomes.

What is proposed herein is an objective, explanatory mddel

which takes into account group differences in econOmic,and political,

power within the graded structure of society. In addition; the model

offers a macrosociological explanation, an explanatory picture of

the whole.4

29
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Notes

1. .The term "AngIO," although technically inaccurate, is widely

accepted and used to denote the "white" group, those who are not

Hispan.ics, Black, or members of other ethnic.minority groups.

Apparently, the term "Anglo" ta6 its origins in, the Spanish

Anglosajoil (Anglo-Saxon) . Ourluse of the terlIsimply refers to the

dominant social element. a

2. We are cognizant of Wilson's (1978) important study on the

declining significance of race as it applies to black-white rela7

tions. Wilson convincingly argues that for black-white relations

"the immediate source of the tension Ilas more to do with racial

competition for public schools, mu cipal political systems, and

residential areas than with the ' ompetition for jobs" (p; 152).

He finds that social class has t ken a prominent role in "deter-

mining black access to privilege = d power" (p. 2). Although we

do not disagree with ,his basic'argumen --that black-white relations

have undergone fundamental changeg3. they resulting 7.

in the salience of social class as an explanatory variable of the

Black experience - -we do not believe that the same model applies

equally to Anglo/Mexican American relations. First, the socio-

historical Anglo /Mexican. American experience cannot be equated

to that of the black-white experience. Second, changes in the

economic realm have not resulted in representation for Mexican

Americans to the same degree as for Blacks. In short, therefore,

Anglo /Mexican American relations in most spheres (including the

economic sphere).canstill be viewed,in terms of the ethnic-
.

cultural dimension (and to a lesser degree, in terms of social

class);
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This is notto imply that Wilson's model will never apply to k-

Wriglo/Mexican American relations, for we db note that the ethnic-

cultural dimension should still be retained as an important ex-

planatory vafiable in Anglo/Mexican American relations.
1

3. Empirically,it is sometimes the case that the destruction of

one group (through using gas chambers in GermaTy, dropping atomic

bombs on Japan, enslaving Black people, or excluding groups from

opportunity for education, employment, housing, health services,

etc.) results from another

petuate its dominant status

arty's attemptto maintain and per-

but this kind of destruction is

usually not 'a goal in itself.- A group, however, may intentionally

control another's opportunity if it believes that this will better

its situation.

4

4. Group conflict theory is also applicable-at the microsociological

level. Social reality is the product of interaction and negotiation.

Thus conceived, it hardly matters at which level the interaction

takes place. Social reality can be negbtiated by the individual 1

as he'or she "talks" to himself or herself or by nations as they

debate over the price of oil. The princip'es which assist in the

explanation at the macrosociological level are also applicable to
.

the microsociological level since the social process is fundamentally

thelsame.
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CHAPTER TWO,

Education as an stituion and Resource
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In developed nations, to oontrol the major organtzations

and institutions is to control society. Although power, wealth,

and prestige are ,the end resources for which groups vie, control,

bf organizations and institutions is a necessary means to these
woo

goods. The institutions of a society, therefore, become resources

for the dominark group; it uses them to protect and perpetuate

itself and to control subordinate groups. The military, courts,

and police have often been used by the dominant group to protect

its status.

This kind of ruthless self-perpetuation frequently occurs

in less developed countries as the small and powerful elite

attempt to control the masses. The occurrence of-this phenomenon

is by no means restricted.to less developed countries or to

countries ruled by dictatorships. In the United States, for

example, we experienced in the late sixties and early seventies

the use of the military and police as methods of Control for the

dominant party ideology. Marches and demonstrations were controlled

in this way and quickly turned into riots.

Equally important are the ways in which institutions and

organizations, clearly resources for any group, are Used to

control intellectual 'ideologies through the control of access

and placement within the social structure. In this chapter we

apply the g;Oup conflict model to the instItution of education

and outline the ways in which this institution is used by the

dominant community to its benefit and to the detriment of the

nondominant community.
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The Model Applied to Education

Viewed as a resource institution of the dominant group, the

,prirniy social function of th.qeducational sy'stem is to serve

the'needs of that group. In. modern AmeriCa schools' perform this

function in two important ways. One, as a social process schools

teach (transmit) a certain culture4 and two, as a social institution

they serve as credentialing and licensing institutions for alloca-

tion into the. occupational structure..

In further explanation of these two points:

1. School as a Socialization.Process

Schools_axe created to transmit particular cultures.

Within all societies education serves as a vehicle for

the encultufation of the -young. The cultural perceptions

individuals hold are in large part the result of their

schooling. The main activity of sc is is the teaching,

of the dominant group's cultu e, as an item in the

curriculum as well as a proc ss of socialization. The

values, attitudes, and beliefs of the dominant ethnic

community rule the educational system,' system .of

values and preferences, therefore, that is implfhted

into more or less receptive clients. Schools teach a

particular language, styles of dress, values, social

attitudes, polite manners, aesthetic tastes, modet'of
dit

interaction, in short, a particular sociocultural style.

The total educational epvironment is geared to this end.

j
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"Education socializes people into a particular kind of

culture, working. best on those who 'already hav acquired

the' in ,heir families" (Collins,

1975:86-87). In the United States 'the content of public

school education has been dominated by white (Anglo-
6 t

Saxonrculture (Becker, 1961; DreebeA, 1968; iFerngridez

and Manes, 1977; Fishman, 1961;- Gordon, 1p1, 1978f

Hess and Torney, 1967; RaMirez and- Castaiieda, 1974).

Its processes have been-dominated by white middle-

class perceptions both'of itself and of minority, groups,

thereby pinpointing the place of the minority group
A -

person in society, even in his or her own eyes.-.'The

comgetitioie nature of schools, the selective presentation

of history, the training of doctors, lawyers, and other

professionals, all reflect the catucal biases of this-'

group. Furthermore,. the non-English speaker has encount-
4-

ered,English-onlylinstruction while instruction in, his

or her native language has been continually sanctioned

(Gordon, 1964, 1978; Ramirez and CastAeda, 1974; U.S.

Commission on6CM1 Rights, 1972a). it

2. Schooles a Social Institution 0

0 6

A major purpose of the educational system in modern

corporate Society is tO- transmit and assign social status

(Cicourel and Kitsuse, 1963)., This is most commonly

accomplished through higher education by means of

certification and formal licensing. Education has come

to be the yardstick by which every inaivnual's
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"produdtive capabilities" are judged. No,other

legitimate avenues exist to adulthood. S

roles and positions are assigned based on

ocietal

the level

rmal education(and to a lesser extent the. quality) of fo

received. 5 In this way, even persons who a

through the formal educational system a e of

o not gof

fected by

it 1970; Meyer, 1970)6 EducAiona

ments for participation in:the larger 'society,

, to select members, of the dominant culture to t

1 require-,

help serve

op-level

positions, ap,well as to recruit individuals to

level poSitions who have acquired a general resp

reverence for the culture of the dominant group.

this kind of iducationalsystem can be viewed as

middle-,

ect. and

as a legitimating ,process for ifieqUa'lities in the

society. Numerous sources'based on empirical evid

testify that education has been used as a means of

Hence,

serving

larger

nce

cultural selection (Bourdieu and Passeron, 1977; Bowles,

1977; Collins., 1971; Horlingshead,- 1949) . Based on

12is review of the literature in this area, Collins

(1975:.454 concluded that t"education is important, not

providihg-technical skill but for membership in a

cultural group which controls accessto particular jobs

In short, educational requirements for "proaucf.ive

participation" in society have become the primary means
0

of racial, ethnic, and cultural control.

It
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The Social Structure of Education

The educational system seems.to be the best example of the

ways in which the ruling group uses institutions to maintain and

perpetuate its dominant status. The conflict model of analysis

'when"applied to education predidts that the stratified structure

of society will be equally stratified within tft educational System.

.Stratification in schooling is evidenced through tracking in .;11'

levels of education; for example, in higher education we find

'two -year colleges, four-year colleges, state universities, and.

.private,universities with unequal resourcF allocation based on

financial system's with various combinations of private and public

funds. Figure 3 illustrates-how the Structure of the larger

soc y may preserved'and transmitted through the stratified

edtt,cational-systet.

Figure

Schematic representation of the utility of the educational
system for the Maintenance and perpetuation of the dominant
group

Dominant grow?
Dbninant group

Stratified
11111114ft, 411;11111

ca.v,tiona, system

Society
at Time I
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The figure implites that there will be a general tendency

for children of parents of the dominant group to do well in school

and children of parents from those groups with the least _power

to do less well, Indeed, this is what is -found in the United

State ; majority children consistently do better,~ in schoolland

college than minority children, A massive amount of statistical

data exists vdrifying this proposition. For example,'we know

specifically that children of the dominant group (Anglos)':

NPC

1. begin with advai(tages over nondominant groups on erring

school (Coleman, et al., 1966; Espinosa, Ferngndez

and Dornbusch, 1979)--this disparity, in fact, becomes

larger w!fi advancing gFade levels;

2.. attend higher status schools (schools with more and

higher quality resources, i -.e., better educated teachers,

.college preparatory curric4e, etc.) (Guthrie, et al.,

1971) ; N

3. achieve at higher rates than subordinate groups,

specifically, their scores on achievement tests are

significantly higher (Espinosa, Fernandez, and Dornbusch,

1979; * -U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1971b) ;

4. drop out of school and college 4t much lower rates

(EOkland and Wisenbaker, 1978; U.S. Commission on ,
# -

Civil Rights; 1971b)!

5. graduate from high school, college, an0 'graduate and
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professio al schools at htsher rates than minority

students (Dearman and Plisko, 1979);

6. consequently move into the more powerful, prestigious, and

highest paying positions'in the larger-society (Blau

and\Duncan, 1967).

The'above list should be interpreted askillustrative and 'not

exhaustive. wealth of statistical data exist on majority-
,

Minority differences in all aspects of the educational.jprocess.

In addition, propOrtionally few Mexican Americans, for example,

participate in extracurricular activities (sports, school clubs,

band, etc.) compared to Anglos (U.S. Commission on CitT/ RightS,

1971b). The CoMmissiolq found this to be the case.even in schools
-0 ,

where Mexicah AMericans constituted a numerical majority of the

student body.

In fact, the dominant.group'S struggle to retaih advantage

in the schools extends even to nonacademic activities. Miller
,

and Prestdn-11973), for example, found that as late, as 1969 Mexican

American access to participation_as cheerleaders.was controlled"

in the Crystal City, Texas high school. Although 86 percent of the

student body was Mexican American, cheerleaders were selected (by

a panel of facility judges) according to a quota of three Anglos

and one Mexicln American. This is as clearly an example of

dominance and subordination as one can find in the educational

system, but there are more subtle and less visible Ways'of controll7

ing access. and advancement through the educationalsystm. Por a

more detailed account of the_Crystal City experience,. see Chapter

Five.
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Effects of CredOntialing andCectification

The credentialing and certificatiOn function of education

. serves to restrict-lower-income and minority person's from the

pow4ful and prestigious -potions in society. Collins (1975),

among otherSy also views certification as ditectly linked to power.

"Thp greAter-the political influence)over the state held by a

cultural community, the more likely it is to monopolize desirable'

organizational positions by means of, licensing or other credential

systems" (C011in1975:459). This is further exemplified-By the

factvthat educational requirements continue to -be raised '(particu-

larly as evidenced by rising scores on aptitudo:tests) in spite
1

of research wh/ch consistently shows that education is, at best,

a poor predictor of occupational performance (Berg, 1971; Blair,

1972; Goodman, 1162; Guthrie et al., 1971; Jencks, 1972;

,.--/TY
1 helson, 1972). Furthermore, the certification and credentialing

unctions of education have their most damging effect on groups
. .

,
.

with the least resources, i.e., Blacks,, Mexican Americans, and

Native Americans.

Certifi5fation and credentialing becomes most important i?i

modern nations, such as the United States, where thd occupational

realm (and particularly higher paying and more-prestigious work)

is open only 4o persons who complete the required level of education

(Arrow, 1974; Berg,J971; Stiglitz, 1975; Taubman and Wales,

1973, 1974). The credentialist model of education proposes that

the completion of the major' levels of schooling (i.e., elementary

f, 40
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school, high school, college, and graduate or'professional-school)
es,

is an important determinant (and thus predictor) of earnings.

Goodman (1979:270) summarizes this perspective:

Schooling by this argument issa screening device which
certifies that those who have successfully completed a
given level possess certain qualities (skills, ability
-or family background) that should be rewarded; those
without the necessary credentials are deemed not to
possess the qualities that would entitle them to the
,greater earnings afforded those with the necessary
-credentials.

The idea of school as a screening device, however, is not

without criticism (Chiswick, 1973; Layard and Psacharopoulos,

1974). Nevertheleis, recent research supports this approach.

Goodman (1979) compared five models dealing with the economic

returns to education. He found that a slightly modified creden-

tialist model best fit the data (i.e., explained the most variance).

In other words,.sizable increments in earnings were associated

with the attainment of the high school diploma and the college

credential (bachelor's degree).

Regardless of the theoretical model employed, however,

education has been found to be a powerful predictor of economic

and social status (Levin et al., 1971).,. That is, education has

been,identikied as a major key to economic well-being in modern

soqieties and particularly in the United States. Specifically,

higher annual incomes and lifetiMe earnings are associated with

advanced educational attainment.
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Collins (1975:459), among others,- views certification

as directly linked to power.

The greater the political influence over the state held
by a cultural community, the more likely it is to monopo-
lize desirable organizational positions by means of
licensing or other credential systems.

Controlled Opportunity Systems for Mobility

Thus conceived, the educational system serves as the "gate-

keeper" for the dominant cultural group by screening, selecting,

and allocating individuals to their social roles and occupational

positions (Cicourel and Kitsuse, 1963). Formal education, and

particularly the structure of higher educati&l, systematiCally

reproduces the racial, ethnic, and culturally stratified division

of labor found in the larger society.

It should be noted that empirically the system is not

//
absolutely rigid; there is some mobility. Minorities and indivi-

duals from the lower social classes do getgood grades and move

up and some persons from the upper classes do get "ungentlemanly"

D's, but in general the groups remain in the same positions.

It may even be that in certain_societies which attempt to per-

spetuate the myth of egalitarianism and collectivism it is to the

advantage of the dominant party to create and perpetuate a degree

of upward mobility, creating the illusion that the system is not

biased. The predictive question 'for the eominant group then

becomes: How many individuals from the subordinate groups can

° be allowed jipward mobility into the highest rank without posing

a real threat to the dominant grouO

(
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An analogy may be drawn between outcomes in gambling casinos

and outcomes in the educational system. Common knowledge tells,

us that the odds are overwhelmingly in the casinos' favor. The

owners know and understand this; that is why they are in the

)business- Casinos basically control the games, assuring that the

outcomes are in their favor. 4

The dominant cultural community controls the educational

system in much the same way. O course, the control is more subtle

and less,direct. Yet, outcomes are systematic; dhildren of the

dominant group, on the average, succeed in the system while the

others do not succeed as well.
1

White (1978) discusses how the use of the Law School Admiss-

ions Test (LSAT) for selection of students favors the dominant group.

He shows that as the minority demand for legal education increased

during the 1960s, the importance of high LSAT scores also increased.

.Furthermore, the LSAT has been culturally biased in favor of the

white, community.

It is these tests.which regulate entrance to the profession.
It is these tests which prederve the traditional legal pro-
fession dominated by wealthy, white males (White, 19781:663).

And although the number of lawyers has grown substantially during

the past twenty years, relatively few minorities are found in the

profession. White (1978:642-643) notes that

. This growinclocircle of attorneys remains largely white and
mald--a group who would'seem to have an obvious interest
in protecting the prestige and income of lawyers.
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Meritocracy in Education

Although the American edpcational system operates under the

label of theitocratic advancement (individuadvancemept through

merit), racial, ethnic, and cultural variables play an important

role in the'daily workings of the meritorious variables. Racial,

ethnic, and cultural minorities have been systematiCally denied

access to schools and especially to institutions of higher education ,

(Weinberg, 1977). Individuals . involved in decision making in any

aspect of education (from elementary school teachers to presidents

of major universities) will readily admit (in private, of course)

that race, ethnicity, cultural background, and social class as well

as a host of other nonacademic (noncognitive) factors play a role

(sometimes major, sometimes minor, but always present) in

influencing decisions.

Individuals involved in the decision-making process in

higher education (particulary decisions regarding admission or

retention of a student or promotion of a faculty member) under-

stand that in some decisions value judgments are at least as

important as the 'dictates of standards; in these cases meritocracy

plays a secondary role in the decision. To be sure, as

Berger and. Luckmann (1966) might say, there is a great deal of

subjectivity in the production of social objectivity.

University decisions, whether for admitting students, hiring

faculty and administrators, or 'promoting and retaining faculty are

often bated on less than objective factors (e.g., does the

applicant have the "right" background characteristics such as sex,

age, or ethnicity or has the faculty member published in the ,r
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"right" journals or'- coauthored an article with a well-known

senior individual in the field). Such criteria are'defined as

confidential and consequently are not made available to the public;

giving the impression that these types oftdecisiohs are based

purely on merit and academic achievement: As Manni g, (1978:14)

has noted

It is often the "soft data" whose ue'is'hidden from
public view; thus secrecy serves to cloak hnreliable--
even arbitrary--actions.

Clearly; there is no single unique Order of preference among

candidates, but many different ones. A particular ordering and

decision depends heavily on the weig attached to the various
A».

criteria. The public is led to believe that academic decisions

are dependent on a narrowly based concept of merit; suite often,

of course, such decisions are based primarily on subjective

evaluations of nonacademic factors.

An example of types of noncognit judgment which enters

into academic decision making is contained in Brown and Marenco

(1979). They found that some law schools in California, including

some public institutions, when screening student applicants take

into account such irrelevant characteristics as:- 1) whether the

applicant's parents or relatives are alumni Of.the institution;

and 2) whether the applicant's parents or relatives are donors

to the institution. The brochure used in recruitment in one of the

private colleges reads as follows:

On occasion, special consideration will be given to
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graduates of (name ofUniversity) and to children
ofaiumni who appear to be qualified to do acceptable
work in the School of Law. In addition, the University
reserves the right to make several special appointments
to the entering class each year from among applicants
who may not meet the objective qualifications for
admission but whose background, subjective qualificatiorts,
special interests and relationship to the University
make them deserving ofan opportunity to study law.
(emphasis added)

In this extreme example we can see how schools fail as

meritocratic institutions. They systematically operate in ways

consistent with the
a
maintenance of the existing social order.'

Summary

The doMinance theory, as app.1.4ed to education may be

summarized in-hypotheses as follows:

1,. Since educatio-Lis one of the institutions used by

the dominant social gropp to maintainand perpetuate

.

/ itself and its
.

leadership role,.

a. the values, attitudes, and beliefs of the people

who belong to the dominant group will rule the

educational system; .

b: sociocultural peers of the parents who belong to
4

the dOminant group will be the teachers and

administrators of the school system;

c.
1 resources and individuals will be allocated

unequally' among the schools; and

d. children of parents who belong to the dominant©

group will do better in school than children

of the subordinate group.
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_,
Theoretical bases for the above hypothese6 can be extracted as

follows:

e".

\

1. Itcan be argued that education is used by the dominant

socia], group in diverse societies to maintain and per-

petuate itself. Noting the two extremes of the educa-

44.

tional spectrum will suffice. At one end of the spectrum

we find societies in which the dominant group reserves

education for a select groUp, admitting only members

of this elite group totthe educational system (e.g.,

England, and most Latin American countries). At the

other end we find societies in which education is com-

pulsory and thereby intended fOr all groups (e.g., the

United States). On the surface the'latter practice

appears to circumvent the interest of the dominant grOup,

but furthe eNfmination shows otherwise.° We find that
4

compulsory schooling produces highly predictable group

outcomes (Coleman et al., 1966); grants unequal

resources (Dominguez and Fernandez, 1978);. reserves
1

bertain schools for members of the dominant group

(Clark, 1960); and -teaches the ideologies of the domi-

nant group (Dreeben, 1968). Certainly the form in which

dominance is maintained is different from total excliision,

but the outcome is quite,similar.
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2. The United States serves as an example\where.the values, '

attitudes, and beliefs of one group rule the educational

system. The cbmpetitive nature of schools, the tendency

toward the use of Englishas the sole medium of,instruc-

tion, the selective presentation of history, the "tracking"

of certain students toward professional careers, the

tracking of males toward the "hard" sciences and females

toward the "soft" sciences, all reflect biases of views

of the dominant cultural group in the larger society

(Cicourel and Kitsuse, 1963).
r

3. Recruiting teachers and administrators from the dominant

group ensures (although not completely) that a certain

ideology will be taught. Again, the United States serves

as an example in which the majority of teachers and

administrators,, even in Mexican-American :dbmmunities,

are representative ofthe dominant group (U.S. CoMmission

on Ciyil Rights, 1971a). The theory thus,holds:

a. In societies in which education is reserved for the
1

elite, the allocation of'resou±des and people is

_glearly intended to produce domination. Members of

subordinate groups do not attend schobl and members

of the dominant group do.

b. In modern corporate society,resources'as well as.

> individuals are distributed unequally among the
's--, .

schools. Some schools are primarily reserv* for
,/
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members of the dominant group and these tend to

accumulate higher quality resources (e.g., faculty,

facilities, equipment,' funds, etc.).

c. Screening and acceptance of individuals into these

schools are carefully biated toward-member of the

-dominant, party. It was only a few years agothat

in the United States; for example, Blacks, Mexican

Americans, and women were not admitted into some

colleges and univgrsities because of their skin

color or sex. Thus, there.is mucH'evidence to suggest

that reasons causing the differential performance

of the children. of the dominant group versus the

children of the nondominantgroupt are varied, complex,
O

And interactive. This,theoretical framework suggests

that it may be the combination of attending schools

with unequal resources; the predominance of the

dominant group's ideplogies, beliefs, norms, language,

and other cultural factors guiding the school system;

and the unequal opportunity for attending or staying

in school which cause the discrepancy.

There age numerous statistical studiep focusing on the

differences in the educational experience of majority and minority

students which could be cited as evidence to aupport the fore-

going propoSitions. Tri.Ch'apter Four we,discuss this research while

exploringspecific'differences in schooling-between Mexican

Americans and Anglos.
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Notes

5. This is precisely why Illich (1970) ued that modern

"education" should be more accurately termed "schooling." No

longer are schOols places where the goal is "to develop:, in each

?individual, all the perfeAion of which he is capable," as Kant

envisioned. Instead, they are places where the masses are pro-

ame.way as factories process goods) for theircessed (in much the

roles in pociety, to the benefit of-the dominant culture

6. Individuals Who' for any reason (from personal .phoice to

structural conditions) do not attend school are labeled "un-

educated" and treated as second-class citizens (their opportunities

are greatly reduced). These individuals are perceived as illiterate,

unthinking, and unintelligent,. and are treated accordingly.
o N, 4

Hering no formal education in modern.society places one at th4
9

bottmdf_the opportianity structure.' Ironically, society asSures1

that these individuals ,come to believe in the virtues of education.

o

t
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In the preceding we described theoretical applica-

tions of the group conflict model to the institution of education.

y Now we, will apply it to the structure of American society.by focus-

ing on curre1t Anglo/Mexican-American relations., The conflict

-paradigm predicts and explains disparities in the relative positions

of these groups. The model characteristically predicts that given

their subordinate status, Mexican Americans will possess less of

society'is resources (including access and opportupity) than the.

dominant Anglo community. In this light we will examine statistical

data in several areas including income, occupation, and political

activity. We maintain that .these three vital areas of institutional

participation represent a persistent pattern-which reflects the

lOw status of Mexican Americans in our society. We have excluded

a discusSion of education from this chapter becaus,v of the important

role it plays in modern America; consequently, we have devoted

an entire chapter to it (Chapter Four). Before moving into the

ubsttive areas, some background demographic information is

provided on characteristics of Mexican Americans.

Demographic Characteristirt-%

Numbers

Although data collected on racial,and ethnit minorities are

subject to considerable enumeration and sampling errors (Hernandez,

.1973; Ferrigndez, 175), the Hispanic population is the fastest

growing ethnic minority in the United States. It has been est4.mated

that by, the year 1990 Hispanics will constitute the largest ethnic

minority group in the country, surpassing the Blatk population.
-

The number of'SpanishTsurnaMed people in e United States has
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continued to increase in recent years as a result of high birth

and immigration.rates, MeXican Amdriaans, in fact, have the high-

estloirthre of any ethnic group'in the United States (Moore,

1970:84 -85).

Between 1960 and 1970, for_example Mexicans in the United

States grew by 70 percent while Anglos grew by only 35 percent.

Given present birth and, immigration rates, 'the population of

California will be greater than 50 prcent Mexica-ridr Mexican
N.

American by the turn of the century. Ameribans of Hispanic"back-

ground are estimated to constitute about 8'percent of the total

U.S. population, or 12 millieDinpeople (U.S. Bureau of the Census,

1978), forming the secOnd,1 largest minority(in the country, slightly

lower than the Black population. Of these 12 million Spanish =.

surnamed persons, the great mAjoritY-7.2 million) are of Me*ican

origin or ancestry (see Table 1).,

/Y
Table 1*

/

Persons of Hispanic origin in the-LW :led States,

as of March 1978

Origin o'r Anpestry

Total

Mexican ,

Puerto Rican

Cuban

.Atentral or South American

Other Hispanic background

Number

J

12 milliofi

7.2 million

1.8 million

700,000

900,000

0

1.5 million

*Source:' U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1971:Figure 1,
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4 JP

This figure of 7.2 million does not include individuals of

Mekican origin who are residing in the United States undocumented--

i.e., those who entered the country without proper legal documents.

While there is a history of continuous migration from...Mexico,

there appears to le renewed interest in coming to the U.S. In'!

'1975, for example, almost three times as many Mexicans (62,205)',

entered he U.S. on legal permanent resident visas as did

individ4als from alt other'countries in South America combined,

and almOst as many as the total number of immigrants from all of

Europe :(Imigration and Naturalization Service, 1975). In the

same year, 680,392 "deportable Mexican nationals" were apprehended

by the Border Patrol, representing almost ,90 percent of their-

total apprehensiOns for the years(Cornelius, 1978). At present

no one kn4as the number of undocumented migrants in 'the country;

estimates have ranged from as low as 1 million to as 11410 as 12

Five million seems to be a generally accepted figure;

however, no one is sure. An appropriate methodology for countin

undocumented migrants has not been developed;- their.existence

depends on remaining anonymous.
.

Regional' Distribution

Whk:le Hispanics reside in every state, major regional

concentrations have,traditionallY developed. Currently, about 9

perdent of the Mexican-American population is located in the five

southwestern states'of Arizbna, Califoifhia, Colorado, New mexicb

and Texas. The highest concentration are found in California and

(
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Texas however, substantial' numbers reside in the other three

southwestern states (Arizona, Colorado,and New Mexico) and in the

,Great Lakes region, particularly in Chicago. Interestingly,

Mexican Americans constitute the largest ethnic or racial minority

group in the states of Washington and Minnesota.

Within the,Southwest, the largest proportion (48 percent)
,

of the Mexican American population is located, in California, which,

consequently alsoas the largest absolute number (over 3 million).

. There are twice as many Mexican Americans in California as Blacks;

in fact, they are more numerous than all other minorities combined

(Garcia and Espinosa, 1976). It is estimated that by 1989 Mexicans

and Mexican Americans will comprise over 50 percent of the population

of California.

Furthermore, although,a substantial proportion of Mexican
6

Americans reside in rural communities and the stereotype of

Mexicans an Mexican Ameribans continues to focus on characteristics

of the peon'campesino (farm worker), the vast majority (81 percent)

of Mexican Americans are concentrated in metropolitan areas (U.S.

Bureau of the Census, 1978). As a group, Mexican Americans live

and work in urban centers. 'In'1975,'43.9 percent of Mexican

-Americans lived in central -hies (excluding suburbs) compared

to only` 25.5 percent of AnglQs (U.S. Department 'of Labbr,. 1978:6).

In California, for example, 91 percent of Mexican Americans live
e

in urban areas, approximately percent live in rural.nonfarm

communities, and approximately 2. percent reside in rural fart areas.
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In some cities, like Los Angeles, themajority are located in the

inner city. (In fact, Los Angeles is now the second largest

Mexican city in the worldrr that is, more persongof Mexican origin

or ancestry live in Los Angeles than in any other metropolis except

Mexico City). Thus, the Mexican-American population is predominantly

an urban population.

This urban concentration was predictable. As mechanization

decredsed the number of 'farm labor jobs available to a work force

with relatively little education and experience, Mexican Americans

moved into low-paying jobs in industry (on assembly lines) and

service occupations (e.g., waitresses, busboys, janitors, maids,

cab drivers, etc.) which are primarily located in densely populated

areas. `

Age Distribution

In 1978 the meplian age of the\Mexican-American population

was 21 years of age as compared to 29 years of age for the non

Hispanic population (see Table 2), indicating that a large proportion

of this ethniC group are of elementary and high school age. In

Table 2 we see that this is indeed the case; almost one -half

(43 percent) of the Mexican-American population is under 18 years

of age compared with less tharrene-third (29 percent) for the

non-Hispanic population. Futhermore, in 1976, more than 13 percent

of the Mexican-American population was under 5 years old, while in

the entire nation only 7 percent of the population was under

5 years Old (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1977).
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Table 2*

Proportion of persons of Hispanic origin
under 18 years of age

Origin or Ancestry: Proportion under 18 Median Age

Mexican .43 21

Puerto Rican
t

.46 20

Cuban .26 36

Central or South American 27

Other Hispanic background .43 22

Not of'Hispanic,origin .29 30

*Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1978:Table 2.

At the same time, the proportion of older persons was smaller

for the Mexican-Americari population, than for the overall population.

In 1978, 2ot example, only about 4 percent of Mexican Americans were

65 years old or over compared to 11 percent of the overall population.

These differences in age distribution between Mexican

Americans and Anglos are primarily due to differences in fertility

and life-expectancy rates (morbidity and mortality). On the average

Mexican Americans live fewer years than Anglos and proportionately

have about twice as many children (Uhlenberg, 1973). In 1976,
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Mexican-American families tended to be large, with an average of

4.19 persons per family (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1977). More-
O

over, 13 percent had 7 or more members per family. Bahr, Chadwick,

and Stauss (1979:181-182, 204) conclude from their review of exist-

ing. data 'that presently Mexican Americans are the most fertile

ethnic group in the United States.

Regardless of the causes of the age differences 'between

Mexican Americans and Anglos, the distribution suggests a growing

need for improved education, housing, employment, and income

for Mexican Americans. We turn now to an examination of some

of the data in these areas.

Employment

The employment picture for Mexican' Americans is bleak

Anglos; the empirical ddta are consistent with our

conflict model. Given the interrelationships among occupation,_
4

income, power, and prestige we would expect subordinate groups

to be unemployed at larger rates and those who are employed to

hold lower status positions. This, indeed, is the pattern found

in-the United States for Mexican Americans:

Unemployment

A recent publication of the U.S. Department of Labor.

(1978:20-21, 30) confirms the unemployment hypothesis: Mexican

Americans are more likely than Anglos to be unemployed. In

1976, for example, 11.8 percent of Mexican-American workers'

were unemployed compared to 7.4 percent of Anglos. The same

pattern was found controllins for sex; Mexican-American men and

women were more likely to be without a job than Anglo men and women.
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on'of persons 65 years old and over, Mexican-'

American males and females had higher unemployment rates than

Anglos at every age category. Among men, for example, 20.5

percent of Hispanics aged 16 to 24 were unemployed in 1976

compared to 15 percent of their Anglo counterparts. A similar

pattern was found in the other two age categories--25 to 44 and

45 to 64. Finally, over one-fourth (26.7 percent) of Mexican
it

Americans in the labor force in 1975 experienced some unemployment

compared to less than one-fifth (19.1 percent) of Anglos. These

figures are conservative; it has been shown that the Hispanic

unemployed tends to be undercounted (U.S. Commission of Civil

Rights, 1978b) .

Occupations

a The work experience of Mexican Americans differs signifi-

cantly from that of Anglos. Mexican 'Americans, as a group,

experience less opportunity for employmen and when employed tend

t 'hold low status positions. In 1975, for example, 57.3 percent

o Mexican-American males worked year round, full time compared

to 64.7 percerit of Anglo male workers,(U.S. Department of Labor,

1978:27). The pattern was sim ar for women; 41 percent of Anglo

women worked year round, full time compared to only 32.2 percent

of Mexican-American women.

With respect to the major occupational categories, the

figures indicate that the Mexican-American population is dis-

proportionately represented in low status, low paid job'S-and

underrepresented in high-income, prestigious, gnd powerful

decision-making positions. Specifically, a recent study by

the U.S. Bureau of the Census (1978:27) indicates Mexican
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.

Americans are severely underrepresented in profeSsional,

technical, managerial, and sales jobs and overrepresented in

labor and service positions.

Table 3 presents figures from 1976 for employed males aged

16 and over. For.the total male population, 42 percent were

employed in white-collar occupations compared to only 18 percent

of Mexican-American males. By contrast, 64 percent of Mexican-

American men worked in blue-colla jobs compared to only 44 per-
,.

cent of their An lo counterparts. While only 1.6 percent of the

1total male work orce was in farm labor, 7.8 percent of Mexican-

American males were farmworkers.

Table 3*
A ,

Occupations of employed Mexican-American males and
of the total United,-States male,population as

16 years of age and older, March 1976

Total Male Mexican-American
Occupation Population Males

Professional,' technical, and kindred 15.4 5.5

Managers and admiOstrators,' except farm 14.2 5.6

Sales workers 6.1 2.1

Clerical and kindred 6.3 4.9

-\9.1Craft and kindred 20.5

Operatives, including transport 17.0. 29.0

Laborers, excluding farm 7.1 14.3

Farmers and farm managers 2.6 .6

Farm laborers and supervisors 1.6 7:8

Service workers 9.0 10.9

*Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1977:Table 10, Bahr, Chadwick, and
Stauss, 1979:166.

Yu
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A comparable pattern existed for women. Women in the

general population were almost three times as likely as Mexican-

American women to hold professional positions (16.2 percent

vs 6 percent). Almost-two-thirds (63.6 percent) of all women

were employed in white-collar occupations compared to 44.1

percent of Mexican-American women. These large numbers are

deceiving since a very large proportion of white-collar women

were employed in the secretarial-clerical category (68 percent

of Mexican-American women and 55 percent of all women employed

in White-collar occupations worked as secretaries and clerical

workers). And although relatively few women (.7 percent) were

employed as farm laborers, the rate for'Mexican-American women

was almost four times'as high (2.5 percent).

Althoughl-mu'ch discussion has been given to occupational

access, and "affirmative action" prsgrams have been implemented,

Bahr,- Chadwick, and Stauss (1979) firia that the disparities

betweqn Anglos and Mexican Americans in the major occupation'

categories have not changed significantly. They compared data

for 1970 and 1976 and found that "in no occupational category

is there evidence of an improvement in occupational position for

'Mexican Americans" (p. 166). In fact, Mexican Americans fell

further behind Anglos in that six-year period. Bahr, Chadwick,

* and Stauss conclude that "the evidence suggests that the relative

disadvantage of the person of Spanish origin is increasing rather

than decreasing" (p. 166). Romero (1977) also found this pattern;
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S

between 1960 and 1970 Mexican Americans "lost ground" vis-a-vis

Anglos in occupational standing, particularly in the professional

and managerial categories.

Income

Earnings

Our theoretical model when applied to income predicts

that since wealth is a highly valued resource in, society, sub-

ordinate groups will tend to have less of it than the dominant

party possesses: Even without the group conflict framework,

given ttie information of employment in the preceding section,
P

one would expect that Mexican Americans earn less than Angles.

Data recently published by the U.S. Department of Labor (1978:

31, 33, 41) confirm this hypothesis. Median earnings for

, .

Mekican=American men in 1975 were less than sev n-tenths'of

f
ti

those of Anglo men ($6,745 and $10',184, respec ively). A

similar pattern was found, for women; the median for Mexican-

American women was slightly more than' seven- tenths of that of

Anglo women.

On a weekly basis, Hispanic full-time wage and salary

workers in 1978 earned about $60 less than thdirAn'glo counter-

parts. In fact, the advantage that whites command in weekly

earnings has changed very little since 1967 (Dearthan and

Plisko, 1979:236-237) .

In the same year, only 15.7 percent. of Hispanic males

and 1.8 percent 'of Hispanic females who worked yeairound, full

time earned $15,000 or more compared to 37.4 percent of Anglo

men and 2.9 percent of Anglo women. Over one-half (55.5' percent).
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of Hispania men who worked year round, full time earned less

than $10,000, while only 29.5 percent'of Anglo men earned this

little. The ethnic differences for women were also significant

though not as large: 85.6 percent of Hispanic women and

74.5 percent of Anglo women earned less than $10,000.

The median income for Mexican-American families in 1975

was $9,5116 compared to $14,268 for Anglo families. About

thrle in ten` Anglo families earned overg$Z0,000, while only one

in ten Mexican-American families earned this much. By contrast,

Mexican-American families. were more than twice as, likely as

Anglo families to have earned less, than $4,000 in 1975. Over

one-half_ (52.6 percent) of all Mexican-American families earned

less than $10,000 compared to less than one -third (30.7 percent)

of Anglo families.

These ethnic'differences in income tendto persist. Chiswick

(1978) found that 'lading several variables constant (e.g.,

education, number of weeks worked in the year, and length of

time in theUnited States), Mexican-born men still have substan-

tially lower earnings than other white male immigrants. He notes,

moreover, that

even second and third generation Mexican Amesican men
have substantially lower earnings than other second and
third generation white male Amerians (Chiswick, 1978:122).

Poverty

Mexican Americans earn less than Anglos and at the same

time'tend to have larger families. Hence, we would expect a

4 larger proportion of Mexican Americans than Anglos to fall
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4

below the poverty level, In 1975, Mekican Americans 16 year old

and over were almost four times as likely as Anglosto be in

poverty (U.S. Department ofLabor, 1978:45). A similar pattern

existed for persons who had worked year 6und, full time. Among

families, 26.7 percent of Mexican Americans had incomes below

the'poverty level in S975 comparedeto 7.6 percent of Anglo families.

Housing

Lower incomes also contribute to poor and inadequate housing.

A recent federal report (U.S. Department of Housing and Urban

Development, 1978) found --ghat in 1976, 19 percent of the units

inhabited by Mexican s had-one or more flaws in electrical

wiring, plumbing, heating,] or sewage compared to 10 percent Of the

°units inhabited by the general population. Furthermore, Hispanics

live in older housing and pay more for it in relation to their

incomes than the general population. Fifty-eight percent of

Hispanics rent their housing units compared to 35 percent of the

general population.

Underrepresentation in the Political System

Structural Barriers

The conflict,model when applied to the political system

implies general underrepresentation for the Mexican - American

community. The dominant group, in an effort to control its interests,

attempts to monopolize policy decision-making offices. Historically

the Anglo community in the United States has employed various

practices to exclude and control minority access to the political

system. Studies have focused on the structural barriers that have

%O.
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impeded participation-by the Mexican-American population (McClesky

and Merrill, 1973; U.S.'pepartment of Commerce, 1973). Garcia
1

(1976-77) and Garcia and de la Garza (1977) have identified the

following factors as barriers to political participation:

literacy -Eests, annual registration,'poll taxes, lack.of facilities
.41

to register to vote, gerrymandering, voting requirements, and

af-large elections. Socioeconomic status is also a major contribut-

ing factorto the low participation rates among Mexican Americans.

Education, income, and occupation have been found to be positively

correlated with politiCal participation (Verba and Nie, 1972);

individuals of higher socioeconomic status participate in greater

numbers. Mexican Americans, moreoer, tend to hold negative feel -

Kings toward government agencies (Welch, Comer, and Steinman, 1973),

which lead to feelings of cynicism and alienation toward the

electoral process (Jdeirez, 1973).

An example of structbral conditions that have impeded

Mexican-American participation can be found in liters" tests.

Until recently several states had laws requiring voter to pass

literacy tests which demonstrated proficiency in the reading and

writing of the English language (Garcia and de la Garza, 1977). .

Such a requirement discriminates even against literate but non-

_,-----English-speaking citizens, such as Mexican Americans. In California.

it,as not until 1970 that the state Supreme Court ruled that

(9iven,citizenship) literacy in the Spanish language was sufficient

fOr voting qualifilcation-(Genoveva Castro et al. vs. State of Cali-

fornia, L.A. no. 29693).



Local Representation

Table 4 presents

- 5 Oa-

data on Mexican-American representation on
41,

the city,cou cils of nine Texas cities (for 1970.- In none of the

cities, were Me ican Americans represented with parity to their

proportion of the cities' populations. In El Paso, a city in

west TeAs and on the U.S.-Mexico'border, over one-half of the

population (58.1 percent) Was Mexican American, yet only about

one-tenth (11.4 percent) of the councilmembers were Mexican

American. In five of the nine cities, in fact, not a single 0
Mexican American had been elected to the city council. San Antonio

came c]osest to reaching proportional representation with 52.1

percent of the city's population being Mexican American and 27

percent of the councilmembers Mexican.American. Even here,

ho.wever,_ Mexican Affiericans could not carry the Vote (i.e., vote,

as a bloc and control the decisions). b

In a more recent study, Welch and Karnig (1979) found that

in 1978 only 6.5 percent'-of 124 cities in the,Southwest with a

population of 25,000 or more had Hispanic' mayors. This represented
4

a slight drop from 1973 when 7.3 percent of these communitiep had

Hispanic Maybrs. The proportion of cities with some Hispanic

councilMemberg rose form 20 to 39.5 percent between 1973 and.1978.

The mean percentage of Meican Americans represented on. these,

'councils increased modestly from 8.5 to 11.2 percent. However,

Mexican Americans were still greatly underrepresented. The authors

note that

Since the mean Chicano proportion in these cities
is about 25 percent, they are being represented at
about 45 (percent) of what one might expect based
on their population alone (Welch anO'Karnig, 1979:1).
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k.,J Mexican-American representation in city councils
0 in nine Texas cities in 1970

Table 4*

Percent Mexican- Percent Mexican-
City American Population American City Councilmembers

Austin 16.0

Beaumont 4.5

Corpus Christi 40.5

0

0

14.3

Dallas 6.7 , 1.3

E1 Paso, 58.1 11.4

Fort Worth 9.2' 0-

Lubbock 16.0 0

San Antonio' 52.1 7.0

41h* 7.4Waco o

*Source: Garcia and de la Garza, 1977:109,

, -.

It has been argued that 1$°art of the problem is due to.reappor,-.

tionmentv4gerrymandering)7--the proces'§ whereby the populatioi of any

$
yr.

.

given state'i divided into legislative ,districts for purposes of
4 ,. . *

?
-

electing representative's to 'the state clegislative bodies and the

',;,House of Rep pseneatives (Riddel1;19 ) . Redistricting, of course,
=

sks a political°Kkess.Which the dominant party can
,,,,tr ',., .i

control of su4eT4nate'lgroups'since district boundaries can drawn
( .i , .

tOdiffuse.minority concentrations.,"Apparentli thii is what has
.

,4-- i ,.

fiamdended in COPfornia and,other.s'outhwestern states (Riddell, 1978).

.

,

use to maintain

V4

.
t

6?
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In a study of ten large Northern California cities

(Berkeley,Saly City, Hayward, Oakla'nd, Richmond, Sacramyo,

San Francisco, San Jose, Stockton, arid-Vallejo), Browning ,:;-4

Marshall, and Tabb (1919) found that in 1960 not one had any

minority (Black-or Hispanic) councilmembers (including mayors),

although most of`the cities had a minority p6pulation exceeding,

20 percent of the'total. Substantial changes occurred subsequent

to the periods of racial unrest-dprin4 the late 1960s and early

1970s. (In fact, "The first-minority couricilmembers in the three,

largest cities--Oakland, San Francisco, and San Jose-- were

. appointed to office" following such periods (p.1).), However,

by 1978 only in a'few cases had minorities achieved parity on

city councils, commissions, and in city employment, "leaving

minorities still seriously underrepresented and on the margins

of city pOliti s" (p.1). Moreover,- Hisp ics were even more

underrepresented thaeBlacks; in none of the ten cities'had

Hispanics reached parity by 1978 while Black representation was

close to the proportibn of Blacks in the population of more than

4°.

o4Pktialf of the cities, and above it for two (Berkeley and Stockton) .

State Level
. ,

A comparable pattern exists' at.the state level. With the

exception of New Mexico, MeXtcan Americans have been'systematicaqy

excluded from political participation in the state legislatures.

.Garcia and de la Garza ,(1977:105) '6'discuss the sitution in California.
:

A gonethbless, in California, political structures have
been successful in minimizing'ChicanorepreSeiftation.-
Since 1848, Chicanos have 'always been underrepresented,
in the state assembly and senate, and often there have
been noChicanos in either chamber:

68"
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From 1849 to 1973tover 900 individuals served inthe
senateand.oVer 3075 in the state assembly. During
this time only 9 Chicanos were elected t.o the senate
and 24 to the assembly, and half of these 33 were
eledted between 1849 and 1864. In 1974, .the 'first
-Chicano in sixty-two years won election to the 'state
senate., and Chicanos made noteworthy gains in the
state assembly as well, This general lack of repre-I
sentation is not related to:a lack of candidates.
Between 1960. and 1970 alone, 11 Chicanos ran unsucdes't-,
fully for the state senate, and 56 ran for the assembly.

The historical pattern of underrepresentation.persists

in modern times. Table 5 presents information on Mexican-
.

American officials'in the five southwestern state legislatures

for 1973. In every state Mexican Americans were significantly

underrepresented, but particularly in California, Colorado;
,

and Texas. In California, for example, where Mexican Americans

fornled almost'20 percent of the population, only 4.2 percent.

of the legislators were Mex?C'an American. Currently there are

six ,Mexican Americans in the California. Legislature; a very

modest increase since 1973 when t.here,were five.

State

Table 5*

MexicaA American representation in state legislatures
.,

in ,the Southwest in 1973

./.
s. Number of P'ercent Percent

Total, Mexican. Mekican Mexic

Number of American AmeriCan Amen. an

Legislators Legisfator.s of Total Population

Arizona 90 ". 11 11.1 8.8

California 118 5 4.2, 15.5

- Colorado 100 - 4 , 4.0 13.'0

.
New Mexico , 112 32 , 34.0 40.1

Texas 181 '4b 5.5 /1.4

*Source: Garcia and de la Garza, 1977:107.

+ 69
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The pattern of underrepresentation of the statewide decision-
.

/

making bodies is extensive. Mexican Americans are excluded to a
/ .

,

/Comparable extent in state boards, commissions, and other high-

/eyeljOrganizations where important decisions are made. In spite

of the fact that, proportionately,Mexican mericans have more.

school age children, Mexican Americans have not been represented
Cr

on state boards of education. The,figutes in Table 6 show that

Mexican Americans were underrepresented in all of the southwestern

'states in 1970. TwQ of the state boards of education, Arizona

and Colorado, did not have any Mexican Americans although a sub-

stantial proportion of the student bodies were,Mexican American

(19.5 percent in Arizona and 13.7 percent in Colorado). But even '

in the states with some representation, Mexican 21:mericanS had_

little voting power (i.e., they did not form the majority and

'thus could not vote as a bloc and control the decision).

4

Table 6*

Mexican Avericanrepresentation on state boards-
of education in the Southwest in 1970

State

O

Total
, -

Number , Number of
Board Mexican

Members Americans-

Percent
Mexican American
of Total Board

Members

Percent
Mexican
American
Students -

Arizona 9 0 0 19.5

Cplifornia 10 1 10 16.5

Colorado 5 -0 0
,

13.7

New Mexico 10 -30. 39:4

Texas J24 2

f

8.3 22.6

*Source: U.S. Commissign on Civil Rights, 1974:13.
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The eXtent of Mexican-American underrdpresentation at the

state political level'is illustrated by the experience in

California.as of 1970. A-publidation by the California State

Advisory Commifion (1970) shows that in that year: _

1: Only 2 percent of 15,650 elected and appointed officials

at municipal, county, state, and ederal,levels were

Mexican American.

2. None of the'top 40 state officials were Mexican American.

t 3. None of the top advisors to the governor were Mexican

Amiican.

4. Of the 4,023 positions in the executive branch, including

boards and commissions, only 2.5 percent were filled

by Mexican Americans.

5. Only 2percent of all city and county officials were

Mexican AmeriCan.

6. Mexican Americans did not hold any of the top 132

state court positions, including Supreme Court justices,

the Judicial Council, the Administrative Office of the

Courts, the Commission, on Judicial Qualification, and

the State Court of Appeal.

7. Of all federal officials, including legislators,

marshals, and UnitedStates attorneys and their assistants,'

only 1 percent were Mexican.American.

8. A mere 6 Mexicap Americans held positions with the U.S.

Court of Appeals and U.S. Courts, including judges,

referees, probation officers, commissioners, and marshals. .

None of the 6 were judges or referees.

71
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9. Of 700 state senate and assembly staff members listed

in the official directory, only 7 had Spanish surnames.

National Representation

The conflict model implies that as one moves up the political

structure to the. upper levels where major decisions are made,

fewer subordinate group members will be found. In other words,

"key" political positions will be controlled by the dominant group.

Historically in the United States, Mexican-American underrepre-

sentation has been most extensive at the national level.

Few Mexican Americans have ever been elected to the Senate or

House of Representatives. In 1977, for example, there was only 1

Mexican-American senator and 4 representatives (Garcia and de la

Garza, 1977:71). Thus 5 out of 535 members of Congress were of

Mexican-American ancestry; this was about 1 percent representation

for over 5 percent of the population.

Even fewer Mexican Americans have. been appointed to the

top-level, administrative, and policy-making positions (e.g.,

secretaries of the various federal department -- Housing, Labor,

or.Health, Education, and Welfare - -or to the Supreme Court and

Ambassadorships). Less than 20 Mexican Americans held key

positions in the executive branch in 1973 (GOmez, 1976).

As of November 1970, for example, Spanish-surnamed indivi-

duals comprised a mere two-tenths of one percent of all federal,

full-time employees at the highest grade ldtel, GS-18 (U.S.

Civil Service Commission, 1970:32). In fact, Mexican Americans

constituted less than 1.percent in all categories above the GS-12.
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The largest proportion of Hispanics, as expected, was located

at the bottom of the grade scale; Hispanics formed 4.6 percent

of all GS -1 employees. Their representation decreased systematic-

ally with advancing grade levels.

For Anglos, on the other hand, their proportional repreAenta-

tion increased at each higher grade level; Anglos held only 46.4

percent of all GS -1 jobs, but they occupied an astounding 98 per-

cent of all positions t the GS-18 level. In fact, Ancilos held

90 percent or mo1of 11 positions above the GS-8 level. Put

in another way, A los constitued at least 90 percent of all

federal employees earning $12,000 or more and 100 percent of all

government employees earning $28,000 or more (U.S. Civil Service

Commisgion, 1970:33).

----'/Summary

Empirical evidence consistenly shows systematic differences

in the sociostructural position of the Mexican-American community

vis--vas the Anglo community. In this chapter we examined some

data on differences in'employment, income, and politic-al partici-

pation. Specifically, Mexican Americans were found to,be over-

represented in. low status, low paid occupations (e.g., laborers,

service, and farmworkers) and very underrepresented in prestigious,
wir

decision-making, and professional occupations. $1n addition,

the unemployment rate for Mexican Americans is generally twice that

of Anglos. 141

Mexican - American families earned less income than Anglo
0

families and a greater proportion of the Mexican-American community

lived in poverty. Mexican-American families, moreover, must

spread their lower earnings over a larger number of individuals

since they tend to have larger families than Anglos:

73
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Mexican Americans were greatly underrepresented (in proportion

to their population) at every level of the sociopolitiel structure

(local, state, and federal). In fact, the underrepresentation

becomes greater the higher one - -moves in the political system:

i.e., fewer Mexican Americans are found at the national level

in positions of power (where decisions are made which have an

impact on the whole society) than at the local level (in positions

of limited power).

The evidence is overwhelmingly consistent with the presence

of intergroup conflict as predicted by thegroup conflict model.

Mexican Americans, in short, occupy a subordinate position in

American 149ciety. From the perspec- tive -of social change, one

must begin immediately to explore. specific strategies available

to enhance Mexican-American power.

In the following chapter we examine the evidence of group

conflict effects in the educational. realm focusing on' differences

between Mexican Americans and Anglos. The - importance of form'a

education for 'participation in modern society is, universally

understood. In modern societies and in the United States in

particular education serves as a major factor in determining the

life experience of individuals. Specifically, education serves

as the main entry (and perhap'S the only legitimate means) to the.

occupational sphere. Mexican Americans for example, need to

increase theirnumber in areas such as voter registration,

participation as delegates to party conventions, and candidacy

74
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for political office. Otherwise, the American political structure

will continue to maintain_the Jaexican. American as powerless.

The conflict perspective implies that social change whiCh results

in a shift of power among groups must be caused. In Chapter

Five we discuss the process and implications of social change

in modern America.

1

1

4



CHAPTER FOUR

Educational Attainment and the Mexican-American Student

41.
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The importance of formal education in modern society and

in theSpited States in particular cannot be overstressed. Apart

from the daily experience which is often dependent (on basic skills

(e.g., reading and completing forms, reading signs, following

II . $ g_a_nd subtracting money when buying

goods, etc.), education is 7ost important as a visa to the job

market. All major, top-level positions in the United Stgtes

require a high level of formal.education, an specialized

education. As we know, the system does not permit individuals to

become doctors without first having completed a recognized

curricula in a medical school, or lawyers without having graduated

from a recognized 4.a4,school.- But even .access to lower-level

jobs is dependent on formal education (e.g:, sales clerks are

required to add, subtract, ,and read) . In one way or another

schooling and education are part of every job application. The

importance of educational ,attainment for opportunity was summarized

by Levin, Guthrie, Kliendorfer, and Stout (197,1:14).

Educational attainment and opportunity are linked in many
ways. Abundant evidence supports the view that education
affects income, occupational chOice, social and economic
mobility, political participation, social, deviance, etc.
Indeed, educational attainment is related. to opportunity.
in so many ways that the two terms seem inextricably
intertwined in the mind of the layman and in the findings
of the social scientist.

In this way, education has served as the "sorting machine"

for selection of subordinate groups (Cicourel and Kitsuse, 1963;

Spring, 1976). Elite schools normally do not admit students

from nonelite schools--most Mexidan AMericans are not in elite

schools. Mexican Americans get put down twice, once because

they attend nonelite schools and once because they have the

"reputation" of not being among the academically gifted. At each
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higher level more persons are.excluded from the educational system;

the pool of ,advancing students becomes increasingly, smaller with

each higher level. The group conflict model would predict that

in a society where educational attainment is the major legitimate

avenue for social'mobility, subordinate groups,would tend to be

less successful than the dominant group. This hypothesis follows

from our discussion of the importance of education as a major

social institution in Chapter Two. Appliedito the United States,

the conflict model wo d predict that Mexican-American students

would tend to-be less successful than Anglo students. This

hypothesis, as we shall see, can be tested irp, several ways.

In this chapter we examine some of the evidence on Anglo/Mexican-

American differences in the schooling experience.

, Geographic Distribution

Well over two million Spanish-surnamed students are enrolled

in the public elementary and secondary schools of the continental

United States.7 More than 70 percent of these pupils is located

in the five southwestern states. The overwhelming majority (over

95 percent) of Spanish-surnamed students in these borderland

areas are of Mexican origin or ancestry.

It is estimated that Over-eight million students attend

.public elementary and secondary schools in the Southwest (see- .

Table 7). Seventeen percent of these students is Mexican'

American .8 Of these, over 80 percent is enrolled'in two states,

California and Texas. Almost/30 percent is found in California

alone.

e
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Table 7*

Mexican American and Anglo enrollment in the
Southwest in 1971

State

Anglo Mexican' American

Percent of ...1,_ Percent of
Total Total

Number Enrollmenx Number Enrollment

0

California 3,323,478 74.2 646,282 14.4

Texas 1,617,840 64.4 505,214 20.1

New Mexico 142,092 52.4 102,994 38.0

,Arizona 262,526 71.6 7,1,748 '19.6

Colorado 425,749 82.0 ' 71,348. 13.7

Southwest 5,771,684 70.9 1,397,586 17.2

*Source: Adapted from U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 19711:17.

Figure 4,0resents the primary concentrations of Chicano

students in the Southwest. In Arizona and Texas, in particular,

the concentration of Mexican-American pupils is literally a U.S.-

Mexico borderland phenomedon. In Texas, approximately two-thirds

of the total Mexican-American enrollment in the 'state is located

along the Mexican border. In Arizona, 55 percent of *the Mexican-
.

Anierican studdnts is located in the sQuthern.part of:the state

along the border. In other states Mexican-American students are

somewhat more widely dispersed although major concentrations are

found in urban centers (e.g., Los Angeles 'and San Jose, California;

Denver and Pueblo, Colorado; and Albuquerque, New Mexico).

'79
5
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Figure 4*

Major concentrations of Mexican-American students in the Southwest

*Source: U.S. Commission on Civil Rights; 1971a:19,

Major Problem Areas

As expected given our theoretical model, Mexican-American

students' have had considerable difficulty with public education
crec ,

in the United States aS evidenced by the following statistics.

-A ,larger proportion of Mexican Americans-have completed.

fewer year's of schooling than Anglos'or Blacks. Ttlii

so
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is especially the case at hichsp-hool and college

levels. Based on the 1970 Census the median number'og

years of school,completed/was 9.1for Mexican Americans,

11.2 for Blacks; and 12.4 for A los,,,(U.S\ Bureau of

the,Cen'sus, 1977).

2.' ftigh dropout rates are a Characteristic problem. At

ages 16 and 17 there is `a sharpei decrease .in the 4

'number of Mexican-American students enrolled in school

s

than in eithen the number of Black'or Anglo students

enrolled. By the end of twelfth grade, at the time

, of graduation from 410 school, only about 60 percent

of Mexican7American students k still in school compared

to 67 percent of Blacks and 86-percent of Anglos
LA

(U.4%,domMissibn on Civil Rights, 1971b). In all

.five southwestern states the proportion of Mexican
4.-

, .

American decreases at evey level from elementary

thibugh secondary enrollments. The proportion of Mexican-

AMerican enrollment _decreases from 18.6,percent at the

elementary grades to 16 percent ,at the,, junior high level

to 14.8
4
percent at the senior high level. On the other-

,, ,.

-; r '
hand, the proportion of Anglo ,enrollment increases at

every level, 68.8 percentto 71.6! percent to 75,3 percent
.

(U.S. Commission on Civil' Rights, 1471b).
,

prOportion of Mexican-Ameican students'

enter college, about 23 percentcompared 'to 49 percent

of Anglos (U.S, Commission on Civil Right's, 1971b).

8J
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4. .An even smaller proportion ol Mexican-American individuals

graduate from coilege--approximately 5 percent compared

to 24 percent of Anglos and 8 percent of Blacks;(U.S.

Commission on Civil Rights, 1571b).

5. Over-ageness is a problem related to.h4IopoutrateS.

At every grade level,Mexican-American children are more

likely to be two
jr more years over-age than either Black
/'

or Anglo students. In the majority of cases over-ageness

is primarily due to grade repetition. `Generally,

Mexican-American pupils are more likely to repeat grades

than Anglo students.- In California, for example, 10
'..

_

percent, Of Mexican-American students reppats first grade /

/

compared with 6 percent. of tlack'and Anglo students

''(0.S=..Commission orifqpiil Rights, 1971b)..

6. 'MexicanlAmerican students are more likely to be behind

irzioth.verbal apd math achievement than Anglo student

This is'particulariy the gase in reading achievement
4

for example, from 50 to 70 percent of Mexican-
.

P
Ameritan Students in the ''Southwest is reading below / i-

their'grade-level compdred to' only .25 to 34 pei.cent.' of
ft

. I

Anglo pupils., Furthermore, the achievement gap becOmeS

-wider as one moves up the educational system. That ,is,
'('

in the toupth grade about 17 percelnt of Mexican-Americari

0

students reads two or more years below grade level: -.,

By the 12th grade,'40-percent is this ffr.below (U. T.----- ',

"...%,... Commission on Civil Rights, 1971b).

E

Irk
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74 Impeded social and cational development is' also

reflected in the smaller representation of MeXican-American

than,,Anglo studen s in extracurricular activities,

espeCially in s which hold the most prestige. This

is true whethe xican-American students constitute

a (numerical)/majority or, a minority of thenrollment

:(U.S..Commission on Civil Rights, 1971a) .

8. PerhapS the most difficult problem °faced by the MeXican-
,

Alneri4.5n student is that of unfamiliarity with the English-

language. in a system which is distinctly unicultural

and monolingual. It has been estimated that about

50,percent of Mexican-American first-graders in the

'SouthweSt'does not speak English as well as the

\ average Anglo first-tgraderAU.S. Commission on Civil

Rights, 1.972a)"" The social-psychological impact of

having an immediate.and persistent cultural and language
e

,4-1 A, ,

r.differenbe may be.sevee, especially for the older
...

--student who has resigned himself or hetself to the idea

that "he or she' does not have the ability ,to learn in

the English language...

It is apparet:°that attention must, be foOmsed on cultural

6

and kpnguage differences if the students are to,have achance
o

- .

at succeeding in the public school Systein. In a study the"-U.S:

*

-% OtnImission on Civil Rights (1972a:48)-,Concludes, .

.
.

. . . ,

..t4S schools use a, variety Of exclusionary practices
-which deny the Chicano student the use of his language,
a pride in his heritage, and the support of his community.

83., .
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,

At the very least, proficiency in Spanish must be encouraged
,

rather than discouraged by the schools if they are to'provide

equal educational opportunity.
yv

The situation, outlined above represents the current, bleak

picture, of the educational experience of Mexican-Ameridan students:

And although it is a well -known and accepted fact tat the Mexican,

American experience in schools is problematic on various

dimenSions, relatively little research exalts in this area. The

'Mexican-,American experience ,in education has not been totally

ignored, but there,is considerable room for improveMent.

Key Resources in the Literature

There are two pieces' of work which are essential to anyone

interested in understanding the experience of Mexican-American

students in public schools. The first is Cater and Segura's

Mexican Americans,,in School: A Decade of Change, published in 1979.

The second is a set of six reports published bdtween 1970 and- -

197'4 by the U.S. Commission on Civil*Rights. Although the latter

series is somewhat'outdated, both of these materials continue to

be important resources for teachers, researchers, and anyone -111

else interested in this topic.

Carter, a sociologist, and Segura, an edliscator7fdiscuss

a wide range of topics and cover them thoroughly. Research

produced in the pst'decade was reviewed in the following areas:

the academic achievement of Mexican Americans versus other groups;

the e s of bilingualism on,educational performance; self-

-concept;. poverty.;, segregation; cultural exclusion; .failure

of the schools as opposed to failure of the culture; intellectual
r

dapacity;: cognitive style; teacher perceptions and behav ior;

andotherrelated issues.

84
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Thei conclusion, while conSistet't with the group conflict

model, is not very encouragi ng for Mexican Americans.

It is axiomatic that predicting'the future requires
understanding the present and its antecedentS. Although
it is,iMpossible to 4redict with certainty, it 'is possible
to suggest future educational directions. .Barring -

catastrophic events, there is every reason to believe
schools willtchange little in the next 10 years; they
have changed little in the past (Carter and Segura,
'1979:381).

The six reports published between 1970 and 19/4

are the r sul 'Qf an extensive five-year Mexican-American

Educat' StdaY'directedand executed by the U.S.,Commission

dh Civil Rights. This series of reports offers the most

comprehensive assessment of the nature and extent of oppor-

tunities available to Mexican-American students in the public

schools of the boarderlands.

Each of the six reports examines different aspect of

the Mexicah-Americl.n experience in education in the Southwest.

Briefly, the first studies the extent to which Mexican-American

students experience segregation in schools, and the low

representation of Mexican Americans as teachers, school adminis-

trators, and school board members. The Commission concludes

that: 1) Mexican-American students a4e isolated by. school

districts and within districts by schodls; 2) Mexican Americans'

are underrepresented at every level of administration (school,

'11districti bbard of education); and 3) most Mexican.-American

staff are found in predominanly Mexican-American schodls or

distri-s. Similar findings kV re reported by Garciale d Espinosa
4.

(1976) i g more recent study of the State of California.

-1.4
2, 't°5
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The second report documents the failure of schools to

educate Mexican-American and other minority students, as evi-

denced by reading achievement levels, dropout rates, grade

repetition, "over-ageness," and participation in extracurricular

activities. The researchers found that

...minority 'students in the Southwest-- Mexican Americans,
Blacks, American Indians=--db not obtain the" benefits of
public education at a rate equal to that of their Anglo
classmates. This is true regardless of the measure of
school achievement used (U.S. Commission on Civil Rights,
1971b:41).

The third report examined the practices of schools in

dealing with the unique linguistic and cultural characteristics
.40

of Mexican-American students. The CommissiOn finds that schools

use various "exclusionary practices" which deny Mexican- American

students use of the Spanish language, pride in their ethnic

heritage, and the direct support of their community..

The foufth report describes ways in which the school finance

system in Texas works to the detriment of districts in which

Mexican-American students are concentrated. The basic finding

is that the amount of Money, spent to-educate Mexican-AmeriCari
4

students s- three-fifths that spend in the education of Anglo

pupils.
rl

The fifth 'report measures the,eXtent_to *Thich differences

exist in the verbal interactions of teachers to their Mexican-

Am gcan and Anglo students. The ;Commission concludes that the

schools are failing to involve Mexican=American studehts.to the

same extent as Anglo pupils.

.f,
8'6

4
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The sj.xth and final' report of this series focuses additional

attention on the specific problems in the education of Mexican7

American students and recommends actions at various government

and educational levels which may. alleviate those problems.

Again, these six reports constitute the mbst comprehensive

and extensive documentation of the Mexican-American experience

with schooling in.the Southwest.

Other key materials inithe study of Mexican-American

education in the Southwest are: Demos (1962), Fernandez (1977);

Hernandez (1973), and yeinberg (1977:Chapter 4). These four

publications offer substantial summaries and reviews of the

literature on various topics within the area of Mexican Ambricans
0

and education. To be sure, the findings reported and summarized

in the above publications are consistent with the group conflict

explanation, that is, Mexican,American students have been

unsuccessful relative to Anglos. In the foitiowing pages we

focus on some of the specific areas and findings.

School Holding Power

Stool holding power has been defined as the school system's

"ability to hold its students until they have completed the full

course of study" (U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. 1971b:8):

School holding power is calculated by comparing enrollment at

diffetent grades with the assumed baseline of 100. In other words,

holding power is a percentage of a hypothetical 100 students .

beginning 1 who are still in school at any given grade.

9

a
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School holding in short, looks at what are more commonly

-known as dropout rates. The difference between the two concepts,

however, lies in the focus each brings to bear on the phenomenon.

"Dropout rates" tend to focus on the student as the main actor,

implying that students leave school due to personal choice.

"School holding, power," on the other hand, focuses on the school

system, implying that schools play a central role in retaining

and turning away students. The former concept focuses on the

individual and the latter on the, system.

Regardless of which term is used, the empirical evidence

remains the-same: fewer Mexican Americans than Anglos aite found

# at every grade level. The disparity, in fact, increases with

advancing grade levels. To date, the most comprehensive and

reliable study of'schools in the Southwest (Carter and Shura,
AS,

1919) found that Mexan Americans had the highest rate of

attrition in relation to Anglos and Blacks before high'school

,graduation and that the loss began much earlier for Mexican N''

American's than for Anglos. By the eighth grade, for example,

only 91 percent of MeXican Americans were still in school

compared to almost 100 percent of Anglos. Mine percent OIN,

'Mexican American students had already, ,dropped out of`school

by the eight grade.
.

In high school the dropout rates increase for both Mexican
t

Americans and Apglos; the increase', however, is greater for

Mexican Americans. Only about 60 percen of Mexican - American

Ss
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students in the Southwest were still in school at the time of --

high,school graduation compared to 86 percent of Anglos Two-
,

fifths of Mexican2American students did not receive a high'

school diploma.9 The importance of a high school diploma in

modern society and in the United4State's in particular cannot

be overemphasized. This degree is essential,' not because it

provides direct access to the. resources, but because without it

all legitimate access is greatly restricted. Put differently,

the high school diploma opens the door, it does not let one in;

without it, however, the door remains shut, locked, and bolted.

, In this way, a large proportion of the Mexican-American population

is cut off from any opportunity, to advance into the prestigious,

high: paid, and powerful positioArs in the empldyment and economic

hierarchy, assuring that the dominant group will continue to
, 1,

pontrol such positions.

Similarfindings were reported in.a study focusing on the

effects of busing and school desegregation on dropout rates

(Felice and Richardson, 1977). This study was conducted in a

."small community" with a population which was approximately

65 percent Anglo and-15 percent Me>sicvi American. the data

for 1971 indicated that the dropout rate between seventh and

twelfth grades for students- in segregated schools was 4.1 percent
.

for. Anglos and 13.8,percent for Mexican Americans. Desegretation

seemedvtO have little impact on the dropout rate for either group.

_
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In 1975, 5.6 percent of Ang10 and 11.2 petcent of Mexican-

:American students dropped out of school. Although the school's

sod-jai-class was found to effect dropout rates, ethnic differences

did not disappear when school.socioeconomic status was controlled

(see Table 8). Mexican-American students dropped out in greater

numbers than their Anglo Counterparts in both high and low

,stci...uChomic status sdhools. The dropout rate for Mexican

Amerieans, however, was significantly lower in the high socio-

economic status schools.

Table 8*

Dropout rates for 1971.and 1975 for Mexican-Atherican
and Anglo students in a Southwestern community

by school and socioeconomic climate

School° Socioeconomic

Climate
Mexican American
1971 1975 .

Anglo
1971 1975

High 9.3, 7.8 # .2.6_ 5.4.

Low 15.7. 14.8 6.7 5.7

Totals 43.8 11.2 4.1 5.6

*Source: Adapted from Felice and Richardson, 1977:244.

In 1977, one-third-of Hispanic young adults (ages 16-24)

were not enrolled and had, not completed high school compared to

about 11 percent of white students (Dearman and Plisko, 1979:184).
f '

r
, ..

This high dropout ate remained farily constant throughput the
.

1970s, with only modest but insignificant changes.

9,3
4z)
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as a means of determining success in schools, and indirectly,
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2Ncademic Achievement sAP

The importance of reading is widely recognized in modern

society. Even for individuals whose live;ihood,does not center

on reading and writing, reading is an important,if not essential,'

part of the daily experience. Individuals whocannot read'

in contemporary society are automatically excluded ffilm parti-

cipation in all "important" activities. In 1970Sidney P. 4

Marland, then U.S. Commissioner of Education, recognizing the

importance of ucatidn, stated the following:

Acknowledg ng all the explanations and justifications,
we must, as a Nation, diScover ways to teach all mentally
adequate citizens to read. Even at the expense of other
very important programs,.this essential.function of
civilized man must have preeminence in our priorities.
Otherwise, our best-i-n-kentions in other social interven-
tiorp, such as jolt` development, equal opportunity,
housing, welfare, and health will have only passing and
.peripheral effect,(Amer4.can Education 7, 1971:4}.

Reading achievement levels have traditionally been recognized

0

in the larger society. Thus conceived, the schools have contributed

to the lowlevels of achievement among Mexican Americans.

Patterns of Mexican-American academic learning .are well

- established and 'tend to persist,. Mexican' Americans in school

achieve at substantially lower rates than do their Anglo counter-

parts. The research in this area has been conclusive and convincing;

at-every grade level, MexiOan Americans, as a group, score much°

. 'ld er- on achievement tests (see, e.g.., Carter, 1970; , Carter and

4

Segura, 1979; Coleman et al., 1966; Fer-indez, Espinosa,

and Dornbusch, 1975; Gorden et al., 196-8; .Grebler, 1967;

Sells, 197.9; U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, '19'71b)
r 7e-

9 1



Reading achievement disparities between Anglos and Mexican

Americans, in fact, increase with advancing grade levels.

Although Mexican-American and Anglo children start school

fairly close all areas of measured achievement, systematic

and Consistent differences have been established by the fourth

grade. The most extensive study of schools in the Southwest,

for example, found that by the fourth grade over one-half

(51 percent) of Mexican-American students were reading below

,,,grade level -compared to 25 percent of Anglo students (U.S.
1.;

Commission on Civil Rights, 1971b). At the sae grade level,

-31.4 percent of Anglo students were reading above grade level,

yet only. 13.6 percent of their Mexican American counterparts

were.readin4 aboye grade level (see Figure 5).. Of these,

.1 percent of.Anglo students and 2.3 percent of Mexican-American

students were reading at the sixth grade level or higher, that
4 0.

yer two years above their present level.

In fourth grade, 43.3 percent ofAnglo students but only

35.1 percent of Mexican Americans were reading at grade level.
e

4( p 1

Twice ,as 'many Mexican-American as Anglo pupils we're found to
. .

'

A 0
be reading belOw grade,level 1 .1.1c151.3 ,25. percent, respectively).

Of those studOnts;reading 1.),Iow gradeelevel, almost three times

I

/

1 many (Mexican Americans as Anglos were reading more than

twos' years below grade level (16.9 and 6 percent, respectively).'
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Figure'S*

,Reading levels in the Southwest for Mexican American and
Anglo students in the fou1A, eighth and twelfth grades

Grade level
Anglo Mr xican American
Ith Rth 12th 4th 8th 12th

Proportion
reading AbOve
grade level

Proportion
reading
at grade level

'

Proportion
reading below
gradelevel

Years bilow grade level Years

31.4

-38.7

19.9

13 6
15.6 15.5

c).

'177%6
'/","/.

23.3
-21.1

16.9

4.9 5.3''2.3

11.3 10.7 10.2

43.4 311 35.3 351 20.1 21.9

19.5
15.4 14.9

34.4.

24.3 22.4

74, 99

5.2
25:3

alnwegrade

8.9

19.3

//2///

\,"//,%

28.2

33.7

lewd

/1,
24,01/

23.8

20.651.3

si to 2 years to 2 years
2 to 3 years Moreithan
More than 2 years

62-.6
64.

A

*Seicce:- Adapted from U.S. Commission. on Civil Rights, 1971b:2S

3 years
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Figure 5 also presents data on reading achievement for the

eighth and twelfth grades. Interestingly, the disparity in

reading achievement between Anglos and Mexican Americans

increasesibwith advancing'grade levels.'' In the eighth grade,

Mexican-American students were twice as likely as Anglos,

a
to be reading below grade level. (64.2 4nd 28.2 percent respectively).

Of those, 20.6 percent of Mexican Americans -but only 5.2

percent of Anglos'were reading more than three years below

grade level, that is, :below the fifth grade level. Meici6an-

American students, as expected, were less likely to be found

among students reading above grade level. Again, in the eighth

grade, 38.7 percent of but only 15.6-percent

of Mexican-AMerican students were reading above grads level.

Of these, 17.6 pekcent bf Anglos and a mere 4.9 percent of

,Mexican Americans were.reading more than two years above grade

ley0. (above the tenth grade). Furthermore, a larger proportion

of Anglo ihan,Mexican-American students were,readirig at, grade

. leVel (33.1 4nci 20.1 percent, respectively) .

The pattern, as ppected'given the above information,

;4 continues through the twelfth grade,-in'spite of the fact that

a large proportion of the Mexican-American students who tend--

to be poor readerS:have already dropped out by this grade.

Almost twice 4s many Mexican-American as Anglo, students were

0

found to-be reading below grade level in the twelftlil'gr"aae

(62.6 and 33.7 percent, respectively). Of these,. 8.9 'percent'
.

of Anglo; 'and' .23.8"rercent crf Mekicaft Ariericans were vading

more thawilthree years belbw grade level. At the top end;

percent of Anglo but only 15.5 percent of Mexican-American

94
- %
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students were reading above grade level. O these, Anglos were

almost three times as likely as Mexican Americans to be reading

more than two years above grade, level (14 and 5.3 percent;

respectively). Anglo students were also more likely than Mex,ican-

Americ,n students to be reading at grade level (35.3 and 21.9

percent, respectively). °"

A similar pattern was found in a study of high school

StudentS in San Francisco, California (Espinosa, Fernandez,

and Dornbusch, 1979; Fernandez, Espinosa, and Dornbusch, 1975).

Data from this study showed that Mexican Americans were more

-likely than Anglos to be among the low achievers in both verbal

and math achievement tests.n Among males in the eighth grade, 29

percent of 'Hispanics Out only 5 percent of Anglos scored below

the fifth grade level in verbal achievement. In the tenth grade,

23 Perdent of Hispanic males and 6 percent of Anglo males scored

below the sixth grade, level- ifi-verbal achievement. Similar

patterns .`were found,for,females.

Although the'differenceg were not as large for scores on

,'math achievement tests; the 'pattern was identical. Among

1eighth rade males, 18 perceht of Hispanic.and 6 percent of

` Anglo studeilts.scored below the pixth'grade le.v.l. FRr1males
, ..

in-the.tenthade 4*:percerkti'of Ki'spalics. and 1.perceDt Of'
'

. ..

, o.
,

: ..
. %Anglos tc6reclbelow,..the seventh, grade leyel,in math ,achievement.

:, ,
.. r

. -. '.
41 .'

,_

4 2. giMilar.patips were ,found for females,, Espinosa, ,nilirpgndez',
-*. ,

,

.. 1-.1

1. and Dornbus0h (197.9:Al2) concluded that .,.. - : ,

. N.4. .io t''',

...hiqqack'of,prepara'ti:cai in'bksic skikjas leaVes:;,C4c4rio
students at a disadvantage in IiigN.,schootl.' IrijetiOraf,
stu4dntslickfng )pagiC'skills hatle;a rowerprpbibiripy.
of succeeding or,becoM10 bectei4.tud'entik%in 1ate'r yreits-
Theie:is'a-circular.patternin wiaOhlolth'ieVexp_are
likeltogreceive low grades, ake:le§se.likely to work-hard;
and, thus remain 16w achievers .

".

0

4.
4
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Statewide data for California atlso"showthat Hispanic
, r

studentsscore lower than Anglos in both reading, and math-

achievement tests (Espinosai Personal communiCation).
11

These d t for the1978-1979 academic year inaicate that Mexican

Americant tend to do less well than Anglos at all thtee'grades
o

. for which test'scores were available (third, sixth, and-twelftnY.

Among twelfth graders, for example, 42.9 percent of Hispanics

but only 10.6 percent of Anglos scored 'below the 25th percentile
. ,

,,4 ,

on reading
.

achievement tests. About othree- fourths (74.2 percent)
.,. .-

of Hispanics score below the 50th percentile-compared to about

.one- third (34.5 percent) of AngloS.- At the top-end, on,li, 9.14

percent of Hispanics and 34.14percent of Anglos.scored at)ove
,.-

the 75th percentile. Usirithb same data, Sells (1979!1)
,

.

.'\

. fou*d that 0

,

'
,

. a .s

.- -

Spanish speaking,childrem show-' greatest disadvantage in.,''',,
reading and mathemati,cs'scores, Arno g, ,thos viho'spoke .

.. '-

limited English, ,s well as among th se Who spoke fluent p
,English. -- ,

. °

I. °
.

Zoloth (1975). reports similar findings from °a,study;c1:f al1..
o.

'P'$4 1p.ublic'elementairy sChoolg
,

Westilf.a.middle,sized city iri the Soueh 4":
.

N. *.
.

0,1
, ,

0 A 0 0, ,

A ,0 p. 0, 7a 5,-thp:,poptAattion in 1970,was' alodb-4.904poo) . ,'Aat-hough 'siiotay
4 .

a 2 lo :
4 X,*.lrkire°t'EFan* 20 percent of%he,cit'S,pdpl.qation was of His.pant&.:

ti. o
. A Ai ; , ,

.......background, about 27 percent of the elementary,school -students'

' wereHispanic and 65 percent were Ari'glo. Zolotn reports that

at all three grade leveas.(third, Myth, and seventh)%fora*lich

they had results on the verbal portion of the Lovje,-,Thornd4e

ability test, Mexican-Ameripan students scored significarkly .

lower than IN-Iglo students. He fouWl that socioeconomic factors,

1."
96

O

0
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I
'while accounting for a significant portion of test -sco

differences between Mexican American and Anglo students, did not

acco nt for all ethnic differences.
12 In fact, Mexican

Amer cans scprid lower than AngloSwithineeach of the eight

socioeconomic cte4dries. Moreoef,-he scores df Mamidan-
4 .

American students in relation to those of AngloS did not change
-

7

much over time. The author's conclusidn supports'the group
# . 4 i

, g

conflict model.
-- 0,\- .. .

Finally, the persistence/of significant test-performanbe
differences weebetn Mg/Os and minorities (Mexican Ameri-
cans and Blacks) over time leads one o conclude that the
school system desgribed in thisstudy succeeded in main-

/

taining the relative performance position of the three
major raiOial/ethnic groups but did not,substantially

..

succeel'n eliminating the performance deficiency ex-
hibit -by minority students (Zoloth,1975:28).

<0.-" Other Variables
a )

Academic.SelfConcept

xs -a common variable associated

I

the low

academic statUs :4,g MexicA-American.a:ttdents. It is argued

that Mexican-American pupils have lower'self-esteem than Anglo

students dud to discrimination, cultural conflict, and their

subordinate status in,the larger society. However, a search

of the literature / reve4ls mixed findings. As Ferna'ndez (1977)

and Hern'indez (1913) have noted, the'question, "Do Mexican-
;

American students shave lower self7coricepts than Anglo Students?"

' remai4s largely Unanswered:

Numerous studies report a significant difference in the

..* academic ',self-evaluations of Mexican Americans and Anglos, with-
, . .

MexicalAmrican. students holding loweroviews of their academic

' fir=

ability'je:g., Coleman et-al., 1966; Firma, 1970; Gustafson

9 7



and °Wens, 1971; Hishiki, 1969; Mabry, 1968; Palomares, 1968).,.

Other studies report no significant difference,s in self- concept

between the two groups (e.g., carter, 1968; DeBlassie and Healy,

1970; Dornbusch, 1974; Larkin, 1972; Linton, 1?72; Valenzuela,

1971).

4

No doubt`soMe of the variability in the findings is due to

the different designs, of the studies and to tie numerous instruments

used for measuring self-concept. Yet it is conceivable that

both sets of findings are Accurate. One can even envision studies

which find that Mexican-American students have higher self-concepts

than Anglos, as Soares and Soares (1969) claim. What needs

to be researched in great detail in the future are the conditions

under which self-concept for minority groups differs vis-a -vis the

dominant gro p. Other hypotheses that need to be researched

include the following: What environmental factors account for

the differe t'-findings? What structural conditions must exist

in order for ethnic differences to disappear? Because self-

concepts -re directly related to achievement, further research

in this area is urgently needed.

Educatio al and Occupational A rations

Aspiration'is another variable that has often been linked

to aca emic achievement. It is argued that high educational

*and ot upational aspirations offboth students and parents

'resul in higher motivation on the part of the.student and that

this otilfation, in turn, results in higher achievement. This
. .

i;,prop sition has been generally Supported by research.

In the case of Mexican-American students, the findings

are fairly consistent. Earlier literature a,cceped the



"fatalistich aild "present day" orientation aspect of,the Mexican-

American stereotype 'and '.:hus assumed that Mexican Americans had,
,-,

lower aspirations. In the social sciences, it has been assumed
. .

4$ tjlat Aexican-American Culture interferes with the intellectual

development of children. This perspective has come to be known

as the "damaging-culture view," recently defined by Ramirez

(1979:7) as

the theory that the culture and values of members of
minority groups are the ultimate and final cause of
the low economic status and low academic achievement
of members of these groups.

Research findings strongly challenge this belief. Althought

a few studies (Demos, 1962; Mabry, 1968) report lower aspirations

for Mexican-Amerioan students and parents than f sorAnglo, most
k:.

, (

r research, particularly the more regent work; findsno signifi-

cant difference in the'level of aspiration between theSe two

ethnic groups (Ander$On and, Johnson, 1971; Heller, 1964;

-/
Johnson, 1970; iarez and Kuvlesky, 1969).

4-

These findings are encouraging. Mexican-American students,

care about their schooling and they supported in their

view of schoolas important by their parents. However, we

cannot place too great an emphasis on aspirations. The basic

problem still remains that there continues to exist a large

J disparity between Mexican-American and Anglo achievement.iit is,

therefore, unrealistic to believe that Mexican-American students

will reach their high educational /and occupational aspirations.

Schools'muSt find a means of preparing minority students for

the professional careers to which they aspire.

99
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Bilingual/Bicultural Education

Bilingual/bicultural education is the latest effort employed

by the schools in an attempt to raise'the
t

educational,achievement

of Mexican-American students. Clearly this type of instruction
A

is relevant and essential in the education of these students.

Yet; bilingual/bicultural education as currently applied to

Mexican Americans in the Southwest is de,stined fOr failure.

There is a great deal of confusion about the goals, content,

and methods,of bil gual/bicultural education. Fishman (1977)

has identified three pes of bilingual/bicultural,education-- ,

compensatory, enrichment, and group maintenance. From our

perspective, the major reason why bilingual/bi-6Ufural education

in the U.S., and partibularly in the Southwest, is destined for

failure is that it is viewed as applied in compensatory terms.

, Programs of a compensatory' nature are geared to overcoming

"diseases of the poor." The primary goal is to increase overall,

achievement:by using the mother tongue (Spanish) for instruction
4

until the child develops skill in the dominant 1.nguage (English

to the point that it (English) alone can, be used as the medipm

of instruction.

The U.S. government supports bilingual /bicultural education

for compensatory (i.e., achievement) reasons, not to maintain

and promote cultural and group diversity. However, compensatory

programs applied merely as transitional or remedial measures

will not succeed in substantially raising the achievement

of Mexican-American students, as Danoff, Coles, McLaughlin,-
.

and Reynolds (1978) found. When applied in this way, .bilingual/

bicultural education is merely a fad with, at most, al'short-term
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effect. These types of programs will continue to alienate Mexican-
\
American children from their homes, community, and the larger

society. Futhermore, policy makers and school administrators

(as well as some of the adVocates) view bilingual/bicultural

education as a cure-all for the low.academic status of Mexican-

American students in the Southwest. It is unrealistic to expect

that bilingual/bicultural edurtion will ameliorate the diverse

problems of Mexican Americans 4 the larger society. This kind

of burden will only contribute to the failure, of these,programs.

There are many other factors which directly and indirectly,

contribute,to this ethnic group's low success rate in schools

(e.g., Socioeconomic status, prejudice, discrimination, power,

and the basic structure of society) which bilinguA/bicultural

education does not affect.

Higher Education

The experience of racial, ethnic, and cultural minorities
4

in the educational system, and of Mexican Americans in particular,

as compared with Anglos in the United States closely fits the

theoretical model putlined above. Weinberg (1977:Chapters 7 and 8)

has carefully documented the historical exclusion of minority .

students from higher educati)onY He found that

Racial and ethnic exclusion was even more sweeping and
. effgctive among colleges and universities than among

common Jelementary and secondary) schools. .The greater
intellectualism of the former did not moderate the
operation of,-exclusionary trends (Weinberg, 1977:263).

,

Higher education for, Mexican Americans only became a

reality ,after World War II. Ieinberg (1977,:343) writes:

Prior,to World War II the sparsity'of Mexican-American,
-students on college campuses underscored their extreme
Minority status in the Southwest. Both in the class-''
room and in student activities, they were treated,at
best, with-condescension. .

IP 101
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Even in the Slate 1960s, 'four-year colleges in .the Southwest

had token enrollments of Mexican Ame-ricans. San Fernando Valley

State College in Sputhern California enrolled only.seven
0

Mexican-American students in 1967. At the University of California

at Los Angeles only 2.3 ercent ofrits undergraduate enrollment

was of Mexican-Ame.N.can background in 1968. At the.University.

of Texas Mexican Americans made up 3 percent of the total

en&llment in 1967, hardly a representative number. Stanford

University enrolled,only twe nty Mexican Americans in their

graduate programS in 1968 ( Lopez, Madrid-Barela,\,and Macias, 1976).

Using 1970 enrollment figures, Crossland (1971) estiWted that

Mexican-American enrollment would have to be increased by 330

percent in order to attain proportional representation for

Spanish-speaking persons in higher education.

Although a significantly 'larger number of Mexican-American

students is now attending college, parity has not been reached

(see Table 9). In 1970, Spanish-surnamed individuals comprised

only 2 percent of students enrolled full time in under-

graduate, graduate, and.professional schools. Anglo students

, comprised 90 percent of the total enrollment, decreasing slightly

0
to 87 pereentby 1979 (Western Interstate Commission on Higher

.

Education, 1979: Report No. 2A57). Mexican-American under-
,

representation was even greater in graduate and professional

programs. Mexican Americans, for example, constituted a mere

seven-tenth's of one percent of all students enrolled full time

in dentistry. Anglos comprised 93.8 percent of all dentistry 4tUdents.

.Similar patteims were reported ftipr 1973 (Commission on

Human Resources, 1974) .

t

. The \data/ FleRorte in Table 10 show
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Table 9*

Enrollment of Mexican American and Ang4o.sAdents in full-time
undergraduhte, graduate, and professional schools, Fall 1970

Type of School
Spanish-surname Anglo
No. No.

Undergraduate 102,788 2.1. 4,439,542 89.4

Graduate** 4,830 1.2 362,329 92.3

Medicine
......

' 340 0.8 39,598. 93.2.

Dentist; 100 0.7 14,053 93.8 .

Law 686 1.1 58,550 94.2

Total 108,744 2.0 4,914,072 89.7

* -

**The category "graduate" includes 'enrollment in professional'schools except,
medical, dental, and law sEhoolS.

*Source: Office of Civil Rights, 1970:116, 177, 190, 200.

Table 10*

Mexican American and Anglo doctorate recipients for'1973

,Percent
,Field of Doctorate '*4 Mexican American

Percent
Anglo ;

Physical Sciences .8 78.3

Engineering .5 69.5

Life Sciences 78.2

Social Sciences .5 84.8'

Arts and Humanities 1.1 87.3

Professional Fields .4 86.6

Education 84.9

Total .8 81.7

*Source: Commission on Humap.,-Reso ces, 19744.

A
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that Mexican Americans were greatly underrepresented in all
A

fields among recipients of, the doctorate in 1973. Mexican

Americans received only eight-tenths of one percent df all doctor-

ates awarded in that year compared to 81.7 percent for Anglos.

Mexican Americans were even more underrepresented in engineering,

the social sciences, education, and the professional fields. A

similar pattern continued throughout the 1970s. 1976,for

exAmple, Mexican Americans received less than one-tenth of one

percent of arc doctorates awarded in the behavioral sciences

compared to 83 percent for U.S.-born whites (National Research

Council, 1977}.

Interestingly, more doctoratagn awarded in the same year

to foreign students (4',071) than to all mino±ity U.S. citizens

(2,372) (Dearman and Plisko, 1979:214). Moreover, Anglos received

more bachelor's, master's, doctor's, and/first-professional degrees

than their proportional representation of the total U.S. population.

A 1976 follow-up survey of a national sample of the gradua-

ting high school class of 1,972 also found that college graduation

rates are higher for Anglos than forHispanics (Eckland arld

Wisenbaker, 1979). The lower gfaduation rates for Hispanics were

found to be a function of the differences in the dropout rates '
rather than in the amount of time taken to finish their degree.

40

Among men,. 34 percent of Anglos'and 57 percent of Hispanics had

dropped out without graduating. The figures were almost identical

for women. Again, socioeconomic status did not eliminate the

ethnic differInces. The authors conclude,

Looking at educational attainment in terms of receipt of
a bachelor's degree for.graduate or professional school
attendance, one finds that Hispanics had the lowest

104.



attainment rates at each SES level--less than one-half
the rates for whited in'the middle and high SES categories
(Eckland an Wisenbaker, 1979:7).

Community Colleges

Higher education has been able to continue a dual stratified

system. Close examination reveals that Mexican-American students

are overrepresented in community colleges and underrepresented

in public four-year institutions (spe Table 11). In

roughly equal proportions of all students in.the Southwest atten-.

ded community colleges and four-year colleges (43.6 and 64 percent,

respectively), yet, for Mexican Americans the disproportion was.

enormous (61.1 and 28.5 percent, respectively).

Table 11*

Enrollment pf Mexican Americ-ans in community colleges,
public four-year colleges, and private coylegds.

in. the Southwest, 1971.
,

Total
tollege Type Enrollment

Enrollment of
Mexican Americans

Number Percent

communit, 617,000 88,000 ss,14.3

Public four-year 65r,000 41,000 6.3

Private 147,000 15,000 10.2

Total , 1,415,000 144,000 10.2

*Source: Fdrrin, Johnson, and Trimble, 1972:19.

Pincus (1974:17) has clearly demonstrated-that while

community colleges Were given the task of "providing increased

opportunity for those students,whd have tren excludelkfrom

higher education," they have not realized this goal. Community

colleges have been unable to "democratize" higher education
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or tokprovide "equal opportunity" for minority and poor students.

In fact, through their stratified structure and operating

procedures 44%

the community colleges play an important role in iii4ntaining
edUbational.inequality and, as a result, help to reinforce
the system of class and ethnic /stratification 'that exists
in 'the United States (Pincus, 1974:18).13

Moreover, while the rapid growth of the community colleges

since 1960 has been due partly to the demands of the poor and

ethnic minority students for a college education,

Community college development hasbeen strongly,supported
by the government, the large corporations, and the .educa-
tional establishment. Consequently, the community colleges
use standards that are defined by people A the top., have
programs that benefit the people at the top, and reward
students for having skills that Are more accessible for
people at the top .(Pincus, 1974:33).

Moore (1976:42) goes as far as to say that

The two year college systen in the United States is a
system of whites, is controlled and op rated by whites
and reserves-its major rewards for whites. (emphasis
in original)

Nonetheless, the demography of Mexican Americans and the
a

'growth of two-year colleges (71 percent of the Colleges and
, -

universities established between 1960 and 1977 were two-year

colleges (Dearman and Plisko, 1979)) inevitably resulted in

high-Mexican-American enrollMents in these institutions and in

a major-Increase in the number of'Mexican7American students

attending institutions of higher education. However, as Astin

(1975) and Others have noted, the accessibility of community

colleges is accomplished at'some cost to the quality of education

received students in these institutions. It has been shown

0 that two-year students are less likely to take hiaccalaureate

.degrees than four-year enrollees (by attending community

colleges, baccalaureate- aspiring npdents reduce their chances
0
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of completing the bachelo4's degree by 12 percent); are less

.likely to live on camp4s, receive less public educational subsidy,

and are less likely to be exposed to high quality faculty.

In 1978, for example, community colleges enrolled 31 per'ent

of all college. students but only 2-2 percent ofcall

instructional faculty were employed in two-year colleges

(Dearman and Plisko, 1979). On the other hand, universities

had the smallest share of enrollment (25 percent) and a faculty

share of 31 percent. Moreover, there is,a tendency for community

-colleges to hire faculty below the doctoral level.

Fadulty and Administration

A natural but la'mentable corollary to these findings is

that Mexican-American faculty and administrators have also

been quite sparse on college and university campuses. The

failure,to employ minority faculty is not, and has-never been,

the result of a shortage of qualified candidates; the xelative

lack of Mexican-American faculty is du .to exclusion'and dis-

criminatory.practices on the part of white institutions% Even

in the face of federal regulations which forbid any contractor

with the federal government to diScriminate on account Of race,

color, nationality, ai sex, institutions of higher educltion.

continue to lack Mex,ican-American faculty and top-1ev01 adminis-'

trators: Affirmative action plans have been formulated and

approved but for the most partjhave.not been enforced, The

attitude continues .1?e one of tokenism.

In,1973, less than 1 percent (.6) of all-higher education

faculty was 'of HiSpanic backgtound (Bayer-, 1973):,'Similar

underrepresentation rates were fpund among administrators

107
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(Olivas, 1978). In t-978 there were only fourteen Mexican-.

American college presidents in the cdUntry, twelve of them

in community colleges. Very few Hispanics are found on boards

of trustees which oversee colleges; a study of community

College boards foind that fewer than 2 percent of the private

sector were Hispanic (Drake, 1977).

It could be said that the lack
.

of
,

HisPanic access to
postsecondary education is matched by the lack o'. ,c...

opportunity for Hispanic leadership in these institutions
(Oliyas, 1978:9).,

Group Conflict and Educational Change

The late 1960s and early 1970s were years.of.significant

change in the higher education experience of minorities.

Recent changes in the educati nal system with respect to ethnic,

racial, and cultural minoritpi can be traced to the riots and
4 4 r

demohstrations of that period. The minority group "movement"
.

. ,

, of the late 1960s and early 1970s offers a case in' point and

a Clear illustration of group confiiCtkthedry44i it applies'
- A

to society at. large and to higher education in particular.
. .

, -,

Viewed in light of the conflict m
.

odel, this epoch can be inter-_,

preted as a period 9f Contepted power struggles in which the
.

ruling status of the dominant group (Anglds) was challenged

by minority.groups (Blacks,, Mexicali Americans, and Native
.

Americans). The evidence suggests that the domina, t cultural.

community lost soMe offits stature as ,Blacks, Mexican Americans,.

and Native Americans surfaced hnd demanded equal opportunity,

in education, housing, employment, etc.
t

Recall thaeduftheory implies that ashift in socio-
',

political power and control in the greater society will be

108
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evidenced in its institutions and oiganizations.. In terms of

our example, it means that we should'be able to 48116cument changes

in higher'education--changes to the benefit of racial, ethnic,

and cultural minority groups.
4

Indeed, a surface look at higher education provides a

basis Tbr some conclusions on this issue.

* in the structure, personnel, curriculmi, and's udent body

resulted directly from the activities of the lat- ealy

merous changes

1960s and 1970s. 14
Some of the more visible results include:

1. the development of admission policies to include

racial, ethnic, and cultural minorities, women, and

low-income groups;

2. , the founding of ethnic studies programs or departments

Chicano Studies, Black Studies, Asian American

Studies, and Native-American Studies);

3. 'the revision of curriculum in traditional department's

to idclUde courses'on minority groups (e.g., Chicanos

in American,Society, Black History.iethe

Affierican Indians, Women and Society, etc.);

4. the creation of administrative offices to assist with

Minority groups (e.g., Assistant to the President for

Chicano Affairs, Affirmative. Action Officer, Assistant

to the Chancellor for Minority Affairs, etc.); and

5. the development and implementation of affirmative

action plans to ensure the hiring, retention, and
ti

promotion of minority faculty and administrators. 15

109
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Viewed in terms of our working model, all of these and other

such changes in the educational system are-directly linked'to

group issues and are the resuitsl'of power struggles in the

larger society. Yet, one should be hesitant to conclude that

Mexican Ameritans now experience equal opportunity and educational

environments Which are genuinely culturally,pluralis'ic. A

closer examination, for example, reveals tqat ethnic studies

programs are not.on equal terms with other uncv4-sity programs.

This is evidencedby the fact that minority programs are held

insuspicion; they tend to
(
be viewed and ranked as being of

lower,quality than traditional departments. Moreover, they

were the last to arrive, and when funds become stance, minority

programs are the first to be,cut back or completely eliminated.

Traditional departments (those supported by the dominant group)

,tend to possess more of the resources -- power, wealth, prestige,

facilities, personnel, etc. More often than not, in fact,

the different ethnic studies programs on campus are forced to

compete with each other for scarce funds. In short, minority

programs (and minority individuals) in higher education are

subject to the same second-class (lower status) citizenship

as their respective cultural groups in the larger society.

It appears, therefore, that although significant changes in

higher education have been implemented in recent years, the

sociopolitical struggles of the late 1960s and early 1970s

failed to.produce a majdr shift in the power structure.

INN
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As Collins (1974:441) has noted

Min fact educational requirements have become the
primary means of cultural control, it is possible to
be liberal and "universalistic" without giving away
any .real advantages (resources) of one's own,16,

ti

Summary

Although there are other issues which could have been

discussed in this chapter regarding the edUcational experience

of Mexican-American students (such as inequalities in financial

resources, spgregation,,institutional discrimination, admissions

criteria, grading, tracking, testing, school finance, curricUla,

counseling, etc.), We selected several important areas for which
.

,a fair amount of research was available. Achievement,and drop-

out rates, for example, provide commonly acceptedrmeasures of

the status of Mexican Americans vis-a-vis Anglos and of opportunity

for participation and advancement in the larger society.

The data reviewed in this chapter are overwhelmingly

consistent with (and.thus support) the group conflict model

1

of society .as applied to the educational system. Although

MexicaAmericans are not formally (through legislation) and(

overtly-excluded from the educational system as they once were,17

the outcome -is aLUCh the same since the educational structure:

systematically filters them out. As the findings show, a large

and significant proportion of Mexican-American students drop out

before graduating from high sdhool. Such individuals, of course,

are automatically excluded from the valued and powerful occupations.
"l-

Their
4

subordinate status, if not totally assured, is 'almost certaip.

ti
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This filtering-out process continues into.the post-high

school experience, so that we find fewer Mexican Americans

at every higher and more prestigious levet. In other words,

pisproportionately fewer Mexican Americani than Anglos.are
1/4

enrolled in colleges and universities and fewer still,are'found

in law, medicine, dentistry, and other' professional fields.

Moreover, even among students who remain in school, Mexican

Americans achieve at lower rates than Anglos A stratification

system operates within the schoolS as well. The well-documented

cultural bias of testing instruments notwithstanaing, 18
achieve-

ment and I.Q. tests continue to be used for excluding minorities

from gr duate and professional schools and thus from the top-
t

level ccupations in the larger society (Wallach, 1976).

Anglos, on the other hand, are overrepresented at ever S7 level,

particularly at the postsecondary level and in the more prestigious-

institutionS. Their participation and success in major univer

sities and prestigious professional schools assures their placement

t the upper levels of the occupational hieArarchy, and as discussed

previously,, assures the maintenance and. perpetuation of tife present
4.

ethnically stratAied structure of society. Thee advantage of the

dominant group in American\ society is clear, systematic, and

well documented.
19

' Finally, in this chapterwe alsb began to focus on-social

change and specificallyon change in the educational system.

We found that although sevdral-substanti;ie changes in the, educa-

tional system occurred during the late 1960s and early 1970s,

4

%.4

2Te
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the pattern of outcomes for Mexican-Americans relative to Anglos

remains the same; In the following chapter we explore further

the hcltion'-of social' change from the.'group conflict perspective,

focusing on the educational system as a microcosm of the

larger community:

ti

a ,
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Notes

7. This figure as well as those following are taken from U.S.

Commission on Civil Rights, 1971a.:15 -20.

8. Although the focus of this report ds on public education,

dearly 20 percent of the total Catholic School enrollment.

.(elementary through secondary) in the Southwest is of Mexican-

American background (U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 197.1a).

9. Some of these, dropouts may eventually return to a community

college and complete the-requirements for the high school

dipigma. This number, however, is very small. Moreover, any

advantage of having a high school diploma will have been lost

by this time. In'Othei- words, individuals who dLT out of high

school and later receive the high'school diploma will have lost

time, and tp their opportunity for further educational and

occupational advancement will be limited.

10. We recognize that there has beena substantial amount of

controversy regarding achievement and ability tests. Mercer

(1973, 1276, 1977) , for example, has lhown that "sociocultural"

variables such as acculturation, .socioeconomic status, and

family structure and size account for up to 27.5- percent.of the

variance in cognitive measures among Angls and Mexican-American

children, The five most SignifiLnt socioculttiral characteristics

were:
0

1. Living in a household.in which the Head of household has
a white-collar job;

2. Living in a family with five or fewek members;
3. Having a head of household with a skilled or higher

occupation; --.

if. Living-in a familyin which the head of household was
reared in an urban environment; and

5. Living in a family in which the head of household was
reared in the United States.

',;e, 114
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The greater the number of these five characteristics that

the Mexican-American subject possessed, the higher his or her

I.Q. score was likely to be. JelIsen (1974), however, reported

that ethnic background made no significant contribution to the

prediction of scholastic achievement independent of psychometric,

personality, and demographic variables. In spite of the "cultural

bias" inherent in most testing instruments (Averch, 1972;

Mercer, 1971; Wallach, 1976), test scores continue to be used

by both schools and parents as measures orthe effectiveness of

education. For us, scores on achievement tests reflect skills,

not intelligence or biological capacity'. While suchv.tests have

deficiencieS, they do predict school performance kin English-

language schools.

11. These data were acquired through personal communications, /

but will be published soon. The same data, however, were

published by California State Department of Education in

their 1978-1979 annual report on student achievemen4i

12. Similar findings for the effects of social class and-

ethnicity on educational achievement were reported by Bender

and Ruiz 19_974). 0

13.* Clark (1960) has described this aspect of the community

college,ysterit as serving a "cooling-out" function in higher

education for poor and minority students.
L-4

14. Major changes also occured at the elementary and secondary

levels (e.g., implementation of bilingual curriculum and
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instruction programs, modification of traditional materials to

include more'accurate information on racial, ethnic, and cultural

minorities, emphasis on multiculturalism, etc.).

15. The senior author has gathered data from a small surveytof

ten- universities in the Southwest which show that, in all ten

' universities, these types of changes occured (were implemented)

since. 1968.
110,

16. In one sense, and in light of this st Lent, it may be argued

that ethnic programs in higher education slie an initial lat"eil

function to the advantage of the dominant group by "cooling-

out" and co-opting subordinate groups and by diverting them from

the "real" academic and professional subject.

17. Prior to 1938, for example, in Pecos, Texas there was a

policy of not permitting Mexican Americans to go beyond the

sixth grade. It wasn't until the mid-1960s that Mexican-
,

American students were admitted into fraternities and sororities

at the University of New Mexico (Weinberg, 1977:343). Also,

as late as 1972, schools in the Southwest had policies which

prohibited Mexican and Mexican-American students from speaking

Spanish anywhere on school grounds (U.S. Commission on Civil

Rights, 1972a). These policies may have been ,rescinded, but more

subtle, .though no less effeCtive, practices have been substituted;

results are strikingly similar.
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. .

18. On October 11, 1979 the U.S. District Court for Northern

California ruled in Larry P. vs. Wilson Riles thatiI.Q.= tests

used to place students in "educable mentally retarded" (EMR)

classes were racially and culturally biased. The judge set

an injunction against the use of such tests on:the basis that

the use of I.Q. tests resulted in

the misplacement of black students in special classet.
that doom them to.stigma, inadequate educatiol, and failure
to develop the skills necessary to productive success'in
our society (No. C-71-2270 RPP).

17

19. Incidently, the advantage of the dominant community has

recently been documented in a sociological study of Nobel

prize laureates in the United States (Zuckerman, 1977). The

data conclusively show that the ".accumulation of advantige'

operates just as much in science as in
N

the rest of society.

In a lengthy review of this work Rosenblum (1979:673) notes
, S -

that the author
.4

rapidly disabuset us of the
1

myth'of the scientist with
hUmble beginnings whose brilliance was recognized and
rewarded ea'ily. Quite the contrary. The data show that
it pays 'to be a WASP(White Anglo-Saxon Protestant), go
to an elite school, and have*a scientist or physician
for a 4ther.
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HAPTER FIVE

SoCial Change, Education, and .Group Cong ict
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Social conflict is ubiquitous; it is an essential feature

of the structure and process of society., Moreover, because there

is conflict there is historical change and development. For

Dahrendorf, (1959:208), in fact,

...all that is creativity,- innovatipn,.and development
in.Athe life of the individual, his group, and his society
is due, to no small extent, to the operation of. conflicts
betWeen group and group, individual and individual, emotion
and emotion within one individual.

Social change'issivrevitable. Societies, like 011 other

organisms, -change. Time and_conflict have an ever-present

effect on. social change. Each succeedin4'generation modifies,

evea if only slightly, the preceding generation's*social ,reality

(values, attitudes, beliefs, uteof language and other cultural

tools, styles of dress, patterns of-interaction, family and

kinship structures, etc.).

As a general sociological rule, social'change tends to

occur at a relatily slow pace although the rate increases

0
somewhat with modernization. That is, social change is slower

in "primitive" and preindustrial societies than in' industrialized
/41

and "modern" societies. Under certain conditions, however; social

change takes place at an accelerated speed. Wars, revollootions,

riots, and other mass movements tend to produce rapid change in
.1

societies, commonly perceived as "radical" social change. While

we are not calling'for such action, we note that: 1) the

'radicalness of structural change co-varies with the intensity of

group conflict; and 2) the suddenness of Aructural change

co-varies wi4h the violence of group conflict (Dahrendorf, 1959:240).

. 1,19
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The racial and ethnic demonstrations of the late 1960s and early
0

-
1970s (discussed in Chapter Four)- illustrate this type otfsocial

change and its effectiveness.

Two basit types of social change can be identified-7socio-

.
'\ .

/.c

ultural and structural. ,The first invoives changes in the

sociocultural arena such _..a.sattitudes, values, styles of dress

and appearance, arrangements, of living patterns, socialization
4

roles, etc. The United States experienced such a sociocultural

change during the late 1960s through the early 1970s as middle-

and upper -class college and university students 'questioned living

arrangements between mals and females (marriage vs. living
n ,

togetheF), technological advancement (processed vs. natural food '

and urbanization and suburbanization vs. back to nature),

a

employMent (working as a Means of social mobility and stability

vs. working as an enjoyable.experience), etc.

The sec

relates to th

type 'of social change, and the one which directly

up conflict model, involves changes in the

) structure of.'society, that is, changes in the power and authority

relatiOnships among groups resulting from conflict resolution.

Our theoretical framework implies twd'assumptions regarding this

type of change: 1) the dominant group will not give up any
1

power on its own, and even when power is relinquished the dominant-

group attempts to Wtanipulate the system to its advantage; and

2) the dominant group will attempt to control any conflict which

could possibly result in an increase of power for subordinate groups.

f
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Educatesnal Change

From several perpectiveslincluding group conflict, the

educational system is perc ived as a microcosm of t!he larger

society while being tied directly to the larger society.

Thus, we see a correspondence between the ethnic and stratified

jature of society and social structure of education at ai d th il t t f d i
=;.>

particular moment. We concur with Bowles and Gintis (1976:49)

who state that

....to consi del. educational change isolation' from other
social forces is altogether tato hy thetical. The struc-
ture of U.S. education did not evolve in a vacuum; nor
will it be changed holding other things constant. Edufa-
tion has been historically's device for allocating
individuals to economic positions, where,in'equality among
the positions theMselves iS;.inherent_in/the hierarchical
divisiOn of labor, differences in the'degree-Of monopoly
power of various sectors of the economy; and.t4p power of
different occupational /groups to limit the supply or
increase the monetary returns to their Services.

The authors continue:

Repression, individual powerlessness, inequality of income,
and inequality 61--opportunity did not originate,historically
in the educational system, nor did 7thdy derive from unequal
and repressive schools toddy. The roots of repression-and
inequality lie in the structure and functioning of the
capitalist economy.

What we,suggest, in short,,is that the' socioeconomic and
I

power structure of the larger society should seenas a major

determinant of educational structure and that the edu6ational

. system is used to perpetuate this structure.

The strength ofvroup conflict analysis comes from the need

to recognize that the, educational system must be viewed within

'the context of the large' structure of society. Within this
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famcwork, issues of racial, ethnic, and cultural equality ipe
9

education are directly linked to the racial, ethnic, and cultural

compoiition and sociopolitical strpcture of the greater society..

As Pincus (1974:33) has noted:

Since the community colleges -and other educational
institutions-1re closely tied.to the clash ajici ethnic
division of labor in American society, the only way to
significantly change the educational system is to change
the class nature of society. Those that profit from the
existing institutions cannot be expected to re'form them
so that others can share in the rewards.

Cateful consideration must be given to, the propositiOn that

in order to'establish and maintain racial, ethnic, and cultural

equality in the educational system one must endeavor to establish

racial, ethnic, and cultural equality in s iety. For after

all, society creates and provides the ideologies for the

educational system and not vice Versa. If the greater society
. ,

.is,functioning as unicultural and is dominated by one group,

then it must be assumed that criteria fee participation will

be unicultural.and that subordinate groups. will.be systematically

excluded from meaningful and productive participation both
re

in the larger society and in'the educational system.

The unequal cpntest between social control andisocial
justices evident in the total functioning of U.S..
education. The system as it stands today provides eloquent
testimony to the ability of the werl-to-do .(ito perpetuate
i4 the name of equality of opportunity an arrangement which
consistently yields to themselves disproportional adOntages
while thwarting the aspirations and needs of the working.
people of the United States,', However grating this judgment
may sound-to the ears of the' undaunted optimist, it i
by no means excessive in light of the massive statiStical.,
data on inequalit in the Unitedi States (Bowle:and Gintis,
1976:30).

12'2
A
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Group Conflict and Social Change

The group conflict model implies the following propositions

regarding social change:

1. ET4Plorts which result in structural change must be

based on collective action. Subordinate'groups must

come to recognize their subordination and take action

based on group identity. In other words, -efforts

focused on structural change should be conscientious

and collective.

2. Subordinate groups must exert pressure'on the dominant

community for a greater share of the resources, power,

and other valued social goods. 'Structural change

requires pressure. Subordinate groups cannot wait

for'social chaA nge, they must make it happen. The

dominant group will riot give up any of the valued

resources (key positioris, Wealth,'power, etc.) on its

own initiative..

3. Efforts for structural change will be met with resistance' .

frOm the dominant community since this kind of social

change, it effective, will result in a reduction of its

power and dominance. .Specifically, we'hypothesize that

the resistance will be greatest in areas where the

dominant group perceives that it stands to lose the

most power, wealth, and prestige, e.g.), high-revel

positions.

123
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Applied to Anglo/Mexic'an American relations in the United

States, the above propositions translate int-d-the following

activities.

1. exican Americans must continue to lobby for legisla-

tion which recognizes and assures their basic rights

(e.g., Hispanic Voting Rights Amendment, bilingual

education, immigration laws, employment, etc.),

2. Mexican Americans must litigate for their rights.

That is, even once the'laws are established, Mexicak

Americans must continue to p sure for their implemen-

tation. The issue here is best exemplified by the

1954 U.S. Supreme Court's decision in Brown vs. Board

of Education which ruled that segregation in schools

/M 17awas unconstitutional. On 1MW 17: 1954, Chief Justice
. ,

1, .,

Earl War5pn delivered the majority opinion: "We

conclude that in the field of public education the

doctrine of 'separate but equal' has no place.

Separate educational facilities are inherently uneqbal."

Yet, almost thirty years later,. Mexican Americans

continue to experience such segregation. In fact,

between 1970 and 1976, the proportion of Hispanic

students attending ethnically integrated schools

actually declined, while the proportion attending

segregated schools increased (Dearman and Plisko, 1979).

Only through litigation has the law begun to be

implemented in the Southwest. Another such example

can be found in Latib'vs. Nichols were in 1974 the U.S.

Supreme Court ruled that public schools must provilie,'

1 24
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language programs for non- and-limited-English

speakers, setting a precedent for bilingual education.

3. Mexican American's must acquire positions of power'and

positions on decision-makistg bodies. Specifically,

they must run for office and elect candidates at

every level of the political system. This is esse 1 .

since the conflict model predicts that when a'group

,is not involved in the decision-making process, the
I

results are inevitably unfavorable.

4. Regarding policy, Mexican Americans must acquire

representation among policy makers as well as among
p

those who implement policy. Put in different terms,

Mexi n Americans must be represented among the

5. _Mexican Americans must exert pressure on local boards,

commissions, and other decision-making bodies to consider
$

issues which have an impact on the,Mexican-American

4pommunity. That is, Mexican Americans must identify

and bringt.o the forefront issues which they perceive

as important.

The mechanics of the methods and means for accoMplishing

these objectives are complex since it takes a degree of Power

and wealth to organize and mobilize effectively a subordinate

community.- Yet, the process is possible and operative, as the

case study presented below demonstrates.

125 H
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The pattern of low levels of political participation

among Mexican Americans discussed in Chapter Three serves

jointly to reinforce their subservient role and to reinforce

the dominant role of the majority group in American society.

Our theoretical model implies-that Mexican AMericans must

become politically active if they are to control their environ-

ments. The ethnic struggles of the late 1900s and early 1970s

clearly illustrate the predictive power of the group conflict

model.

In some communities, Mexican Americans have begun to take

a political stance, and have made subStantial gains in controlling

their environments as they have become more politically active
9

(a large number 'of Mexican-American candidates, higher registration

and voting rates, etc.). Such is the case in Crystal City, Texas.

A Case Study

Crystal City, Texas is used here as an example of a

community which fits the conflictinodel outlined above. ,Tradition-
,

ally controlled by a numerical minority of Anglos, Crystal

City ica community in which poor Mexican 'Americans were able

to gain political control of the city and school goverpments.,

Even though this case study is not necessarily applicable to /

Mexican-American urban communities, the richness of data

presented may provide workable approaches for increasingirexirn-

American mobilization and political.effectiveness.

Zt
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Crytal City is a community of about 1Q,000 residents

located on the Rio Grande Plain approximately 50 miles from

-the Mexican border and,100 miles from San Antonio. The popula-

tion is largely Mexican American, slightly over 80 percent,

and primarily employed in some facet of agricultural producti6n.

Crystal City's claim to fame is that it is the 4Spinach Capital

of the World." The Del Monte canning plant employs as many

as 1,000 people during the winter spinach harvest. Agricultural

workers, as we know,- are not among the highly paid in the lbor

force and Crystal City farm workers were no exception. In

1960 over two-thirds of the families, ad annual incomes ofess

than $3,000; the median family inr.me was about $2,000. Even

in 1960 this was well below the poverty level.

Commensurate with this low level of income was their low

level of education. The median level of education for Mexican

Americans aged 25 and over was about two years. Among Anglos

of this age group the median level was slightly more than

eleven years.

This low level of education in conjunction with economic

dependence on Anglo farmers created a situation in which the

Anglo group was able to maintain and perpetuate its control

of the economic, political, and liducational systems. in short,

"since 'the founding of the community in 1910, Anglos had

maintained monopolistic control of the city" (Miller and Preston,

1973). In fact, one Anglo mayor was in office for thirty -four

years.
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The educational system was no different; scho61 operations

were under the control of Anglos. As late as 1970, the school

board was composed of five Anglos and two Mexican Americans.

Ninety-seven of the teachers in the school system were Anglos

but only thirty were.Mexican Americans. The student population,

however, was primarily Mexican American, 86 percent.

Political Control of'chool Operations

The initial impetus for political control of the school

board by the Mexi4t-American community in Crystal City was

provided by students. Mexican-American students began dis-r

cussions of a school boycott in the spring semester of 1969

over the issue of cheerleader selection.

Traditionally, cheerleaters were selected by a panel of
faculty judges:a4bording to a quota, of three Anglos and
one Mexican American. The Chicano students now wanted
two more Mexican-American cheerleaders and to have fut,re
cheerleaders popularly elected by the'student.body
(Miller and Preston, 1973:779-780).

In their initial petition to the Anglo high school principal

the students were'turned,back, as he-felt such a change was

absurd. The students developed a second petition and again

approached the principal. .This time he referred them to `the

Anglo superigtendent who agreed to the demands. Subsequently,

at its June meeting, t 'he school board nullified the'agreement

between the superintendent and the student's.

1.When school resumed in the fall, the Mexican-Aperican

students and their parents, led, by Jose Angel Gutierrez (founder

,of La Raza, Unida Party), again presented their demands.
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The school trustees refused to discuss the petition.. The

following day a school boycott began as approximately one-

fourth of the high school students walked out of classes.

'01 As the boycott progressed the numNr of striking students
woo

increased.

By the 'end of the week, parents had fOrmed an organization j
to assist the students, Ciudadanos Unidos (United Citizens)-'
and voted to'take their children out of the elementary
schoolt (Miller and Preseon, 1973:,781).

With the intervention of the U.S. Department of Justice,

negotiations between the school board and the students began

two weeks after the beginning of the boycott. Aft r four days

of intensive meetings, the school board agreed to m st of the

requests.

Mexican Americans, having realized thopir potential impact,

became even more involved dui-ing the f011owing year, 1970,

as they filed for the three seats that became open ) zthe
1-.4

seven-member school board and the two available positions on

the city council.
20

All five Mexican-American candidates were

elected. Mexican Americans gained control. of both dlcision-

making bockeivas one holdover official in each case became

allied with the newly'dited' Mexican Americans.

Since then, Mexican Americans have not only been able to

retain,, heir - control of both of these governing bodies; but

they have ,made additional gains in key decision-making posiLns.

The position of Superintendent of the Crystal City Independent

School District, for example, has been-filled by a Mexican,

American since 1974. Moreover, little,chance exists that

12.9
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Mexican'Americans will relinquish their political control of

Crystal City in the near future.

Schopl,Chan4es Since Takeover

_In the year, following the elections, a bilingual education

program was itpleMented in ,the first through third grades.
21

Since then, bilingual education programs have been introduced at

all levels. Some classes are conducted largely in Spanish,

and Mexican-American culture and heritage are emphasized.

This biculturalism is reflected in variousforms, even in the

naming of schools. An elementary school built in 1974, for

example; was named Benito Jugrez Elementary School.

In September, 1971, about fifty Anglo teachers left the

district; Spanish-speaking teachers were hired to replace
. .

them. The Anglo student enrollment also diminished by one-half.

Anglo parents placed their children either in neighboring

school districts or in the privately operated Crystal COmmunity

hools. In the 1971-1972 school year only eighteen 'Anglo

student's remained in the Crystal City public schbols. Few

Anglo teachers and even fewerAnglo school administrators

are left.

The philosophical and political changes in the school's

administration have resulted in °the types of positive effects

the group conflict model predicts. Hirtch (1975) found that

when the CrystA City public'Schools began to reflect the
,-.

Mexican-American culture, Mexicab-.American students began to
fr

fft
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have more positive perceptions of themselves and their schools.:
. .

. . -
Given our knowledge of the positive relationship between self-

concept and- academic achievement, one would expecl these

students to be performing at a higherolevel. 'This indeed was

the case.
..

a X, ,.

The number of (Crystal City), graduates going to college
has ranged as high as 82 percent in the past four years,
whI1e dropout rated--which were as much as 94 percent among
C .-canos per-1970--have been trimmed back sharply tPeterson,
975).

eitierre7 and Hirsch (1973:845) found that Mexican-American

students in Crystal City-.

...no longer feel that they are at the mercy of their
environment. They have begun to 'develop a sense of
identity and a sense that they can control their en-
vironment--especially their political environmente.

The potency di the group conflict model in helping us to

understand and explain the Mexican-American experienbe in

CryStal City should be evident.' Most importantly, the once

sul4rvient MexicanLAMerican community made substantial,

concrete gains in the education.Rf their children through,

controlling the school board and other decision-making admin-
,,,,

istrative positions.

Although Crystal City has been used here as an example,

similar communities exist in the rural sector of the Sbuthwest.

Corpus Christi,'Texasi;for-example, reveals a similar history:

while 62 percent of the school districts students are Mexic4n

American, only five Spanish-surnamed candidates have been

eldcted to the/seven-member school board in the past sixty

years; no more than two have servea.at.any one ,point. A
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similar pattern has also been documented in Parlier, California

where the political system traditionally has been controlled
0

'by Anglos while the majority of the population is Mexican American,

Through the use of this case 'study, however, we do not

mean to'imply that a change in personnel (from Anglo'to Mexican

American in this_case) is in itself a structuraliange. Such

a change is merely a condition for emerging interests to become

values or realities. As new personnel, Mexican Americans'

must press for actions that result in Mexican-AMerican values
Ft,

becoming realities.

I
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)Nolicy Implications and Conclusions

In this paper we have argued that group conflict theory

pr vides a framework for understanding the low academic status

of Mekican Americans. This model views the educational system

as an institution dominated by the ruling group in the larger

society. This dominant; group uses the educational system to

maintain, transmit,'and perpetuate its ruling status. In this

respect, the functions of education are to maintain the dominant

status of-a'particular group in the larger society, and not to

serve the larger 4ociety as a. whole.

Throughout the United States we are faced with the curious

phen 4ion of whole public school systems serving only the poor

and Mexican Americans while being centrally controlled by
r

'f'

boards of education that irebresvnt the dominant-group.' We
1

,
,

.

hypothesize that these sb4ards:areelected by dominant group,

voters, basing our hypo hesis on comparjsons of voter versus non-

voter ratios along lines of income and social class.(Wattenberg,

1974).

In modern, corporate America, differential group ;4rformance

is a prescribed outcome of, an, educational system designed to

maintain and expand the dominant group's control. A'structural

change, such as decentraIiZation would'thredten this control.,

To be sure, decentralization of school operations implies that

the dominant gtodp (Anglo Americans) stands to lose -some of its
o

power when Mexican-American communities gain control over the

education of their nhitdren. Th,is----Cias exemplified in the Crystal

City experience discussed above.
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I

Finally, the problems of Mexican-American students run

deeper than the situation in the schools. The educational system

is only one part of a, larger social system. Schools are -not

isolated units. They operate' within and reflect the larger

society. The larger society, and thus the schools, expect

artd accept the lower level of achievement by Mexican-American

students and therefore have not been very responsive to these

students.' We Can be certain that if a large proportion of

Anglo students were not succeeding in schbol, the educational

system would be restructured with the utmost urgency to

eradicate the problems. Unfortunately, the larger society and-

the educational system do not respond this rapidly to the special
Y

needs 8f Mexican-American students who have had, and continue

to halle-, an educational experience which is demonstrably -

different from both the majority group's experience and the

experiences of other minority groups.

The of the foregding theoretical analysis

are simply stated; there is no doubt that the process of bring-
,

ing about their implementation continues to be complex and

Meets- with resistance.

-4. Mexican Americans need to gain pcaliticaf'control of

the-govekning bodieS that oversee the schools in

,

their communities: Mexican-American students stand
.

to gain from Such control."' In addiion7.Mexican

' Americans should strive to gain equal representation
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on. all school boards which

govern schools with a substantialAxican-American enrollment.

The presence of even one conscientious (responsive to the needs

of the community) Mexican-American representative on the school

board will begin to have a significant impact on,the policies

enacted by that body.
22

As Haro (1977:75) notes:
N

The first revolution in American education, the movement for quantity,
has been won. The second revolution, the move toward providing
equality of opportunity, isunderway in the country and in Los Angeles.
However, the Mexican community is playing a peripheral role aiid must
rely, on the "force of law," not on their own resources, to assure that
they recieve just treatment. This will not work. The source of
Chicano discontent with the schools is their lack of power in effecting
change in that institution. Therefore, Mexican people must reiterate
their demand for [increased] community.control of'their locthool
and work together to gain that control. Then the rcvorution of equality
will have meaning\for the Mexican,(brackets added).

2. The model also implies that,a process of enhanced empower-

ment needs to occur at all local levels of government (e.g., city '
u

council, city commissions, etc.). That is, Mexican-Americans should

be representdd on all local political bodies in their cominunties.

3. Logically, this representation should extend to the state and

national levels. I'

The Mcy4can-American community cannot afford to be complacent with the

gains made*in the late 1960s and early 1970s, however substantial, visible,

and important they have been. Various indicators of.sp'cial and economic

progress show thA Mexican-Americans and other minorities continue to lag

.behind the white community (U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1978a).

Mexican-Americans, both collectively and individually,must continue to

presS for equal representation and benefits. Otherwise, the system will

revert to its earlier closed form. There already a-substantial. shift

in national attitudes and'poljcy regarding the rights of minorities as

evidenced by the Bakke case and .the popularity of slogans like "reverse

discrimination.." r
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.

AS Browning, Marshall, and Tabb (1979:7-3) have noted,

//A clear understanding of these reprdsentation processes
should also enable 'us to resist the misleading rhetoric
of those who allege "reverse discrimination'," or claim
to uphold "free market competition," when their real
motivation is to protect a privileged position they see
'ids threatened by minority success in political partici-
pation and employment.

Concrete evidence of this contervative shift can be found at the

college and university levels where dexican-American enrollments

have decreased in recent years. At Stanford University, for

'exampleChicano enrollments in graduate,and professional

programs declined "for the fourth straight year ". (Stanford

Observer, 1978). This seems to be a national- trend.

The central axis of'American democracy is participatgon .

andlrepresentation. In the past this haslbeen more myth than

reality.fOr Mexican Americans and other minorities. Action

must, be taken to ensure that recent gains are not lost and to

de elop and enforce policies which indeed guarantee equal

representation.

Final Note

The conflict model provides a framework of techniques

fbr placing political pressure on established institutions

in order to better respond to the needs of the Mexican-American

community nationwide. These basic concerns relate specifically

to accurate Census enumeration' f Mexican Americans, effective

'enforcement of voting rights and political participation,

implementation of culture-sensitive educational programs,
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continuing emphasis in affirmative action in,employment, and

finally, articulation and enforcement of fundamental human rights

for undocumented Mexican-American migrants.

A continuing priority needs to be placed on coalition

building between Mexican Athericans and other Spanish-speaking

peoples residing in the United States. Such a coalition,

which would eventually include non-Hispanic groups with similar

political interests, needs to w k toward defining common

goals and developing practical po itical strategies that will

result in greater political enfranchisement. That is, such a

coming together of nondominant groups should be demen-str-ated

by significant gains in educational achievement, olitical,

influence, income, and respect for the various cultural

traditions represented.
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Notes

20.- It should be. notedthat Mexican Americans had gained

political control of the city council once before, in 1963.

Their control, however, was shortlived; Anglos quickly re-

established their power.

21. A free lunch program foi children of low-income fainilies

was also initiated soon after the takeover.

22. An excellent example of this effect can be found in Tucson,

Arizona, where "a Mexican American was elected to the school

board in 1974 (incidentally, he was only the second Spanish-

surnamed individual to serve on the Tucson SchooXoard in the

more than seventy years this district has been in operation).

In the five years he has been in office considerable gai2s have

been made for the Mexican-American student (he was reelected

in 1978 and now serves as Chairman of the Board).
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